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ABSTRACT  

This thesis seeks to address the question: why were the victims of three high-profile 

adoption scandals, The Orphan Trains, Georgia Tann and the Tennessee Children’s Home 

Society, and St. Joseph’s Catholic Orphanage, silenced, and how did this silencing prevent the 

public from becoming aware of both the flaws within the United States adoption system and the 

need for reform? In analyzing these three scandals as distinct but interconnected case studies 

through their coverage in various newspapers, contemporary to each scandal, Jones compared the 

images surrounding the adopting system promoted by the media and examined how these 

portrayals shaped perspectives about the victims of the flawed adoption system. This thesis 

reveals how the benevolent images of the child welfare system undermined the complaints of 

those who fell victim to its pitfalls and allowed for their continued abuse and neglect, and more 

specifically abuse and neglect on behalf of an institution built on the promise that it would 

protect and provide for destitute children. Each scandal differs from the others, yet the outcome 

always proved to be the same: the children were never prioritized, their voices never heard, and 

their abusers never held accountable. This thesis seeks to finally acknowledge those responsible 

for the crimes that occurred in these adoption scandals, and to discuss how the child welfare 

system in America failed its most vulnerable citizens. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

There can be no keener revelation of a society’s soul than the way in which it treats its children. 
 — Nelson Mandela 1 

 
 

The trope of the ‘orphan’ is one almost everyone is familiar with in some way. Whether 

your exposure to the topic of adoption or foster care has been through a movie, a television 

show, or a storybook, the images surrounding adoption that the public has been exposed to 

through media do not provided a complete or fully accurate understanding of it. Often times 

these depictions are overly-romanticized, and glaze over the real-life hardships that those within 

the adoption system, both adults and children, face. Foster parents are often vilified, orphans are 

portrayed as “bad-seeds” or troubled youth, and almost always, the life-long struggle and 

impacts that come with adoption are chalked-up to short-term problems with easy fixes. That is 

why I was so shocked when I came across the book Before We Were Yours, by Lisa Wingate, a 

novel loosely based on a real-life adoption scandal .2 It was not this fictional story itself that 

grabbed my attention, but the horrifying true events which it was based off of, that I had never 

read about in any history textbook. The novel is based on the true events surrounding Georgia 

Tann and the Tennessee Children’s Home Society, which she operated from the early 1920s to 

1950. During that time, it is estimated that Miss Tann and her accomplices were responsible for 

organizing thousands of illegal adoptions. Many of these children were stolen from their birth 

                                                
1 Nelson Mandela, "Speech at Launch of the Nelson Mandela Children's Fund at Mahlamba Ndlopfu" 

(speech, Pretoria, South Africa, May 8, 1995), accessed April 24, 2019, www.nelsonmandela.org. 
 

2 Before We Were Yours, is a work of fiction by Lisa Wingate, whose story is based on the true horrors that 
took place at the Tennessee Children’s home in the 20th century. The novel is set in Memphis, Tennessee, in 1939, 
and follows the difficult lives of Foss children, who are kidnapped from their home and placed into the Tennessee 
Children’s Home Society against their will. Though this is not a true story, thousands of children suffered the same 
fate of the Foss children, only their stories actually happened;  Lisa Wingate, Before We Were Yours (London: 
Quercus Editions, 2018). 
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parents, through coercion or fraud, and were never returned to their families, and often would 

never know their true identities. This was one of the largest human-trafficking scandals in 

American History, and I asked myself why I had never heard about Georgia Tann or the 

thousands of children she had essentially kidnapped and sold.  

I realized that, this was in part due to my own lack of knowledge about adoption and 

child welfare system in general – I had allowed the representations of adoption in media to shape 

my entire understanding of a system, which affects so many Americans, and had sought no 

further information about it up until this project. In an essay published by the Donaldson 

Adoption Institution, which was established in 1996 and has played a key role in adoption reform 

and activism since, reads ““the poor representations of adoption and foster care in entertainment 

media ignore the ‘human trauma’ and the on-going emotional journey of adoption by painting an 

overly pleasant and easy portrait of the process.” 3 I realized that like me, many people’s 

perceptions of adoption are entirely dependent upon pop-culture, and so, like me, their 

perceptions are based on incomplete and often inaccurate depictions of it. That’s why I decided 

to look into the evolution of the adoption system and child welfare services in America for this 

thesis. What I discovered through my research was that the history of child welfare is messy, and 

at times, overwhelmingly disappointing. My research has exposed the ways in which the 

adoption system, though important and necessary, is lacking, and unfortunately in many ways 

fails those it was established to support.   

Literature Review 
 

                                                
3 Galileo Research and Strategy Consultancy, LLC, Attitudes And Perceptions Among Adoption 

Professionals: Qualitative Research Report, report, December 2016, , accessed April 22, 2019, 
https://www.adoptioninstitute.org/publications/attitudes-perceptions-among-adoption-professionals-qualitative-
research-report/. 
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There are countless scholarly discussions analyzing the history of the child welfare 

system in the United States, and the institutions of child care that operated in the 19th and 20th 

centuries. Many historians, journalists, and cultural scholars have already contributed to the 

investigation into how this system evolved, and have explored how the policies and attitudes 

surrounding child care were contingent upon the historical context at the time. There are works 

that look specifically at scandals that occurred within the child welfare system and adoption 

services, as well the legislature, or lack there off, that allowed crimes against children to occur. 

Though there is an abundance of scholarship surrounding the child welfare and adoption 

systems, and the mistreatment of children that occurred within in them, I seek to contribute to 

this existing discourse by focusing my analysis on a part of this history that often seems omitted 

from previous studies. My research will focus on how the three scandals: The Orphan Trains, 

Georgia Tann and the Tennessee Children’s Home Society, and St. Joseph’s Catholic 

Orphanage, and the increasing media coverage of these crimes connect to the change in public 

understanding and concern surrounding child-welfare and child abuse in the United States during 

the 19th and the 20th centuries. In doing so I hope to provide a new perspective into how the 

silencing of these young and vulnerable victims, allowed for the crimes committed by child care 

providers to go unacknowledged and how the systematic abuse by those responsible for the 

protection of these children.  

 In his book, A Second Home: Orphan Asylums in Poor Families in America, scholar 

Timothy Hacsi explores the history of institutional child care and the role of orphanages in 

American history, beginning with the Great Depression and tracing its evolution until World War 
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II and throughout the 20th century.4 He discusses the inner workings of various orphanages and 

provides a comprehensive overview of these institutions that is crucial to understanding how 

they both protected and failed America’s most vulnerable citizens. He provides important 

background knowledge but does not address the public discourse and perceptions of child 

services and the adoption system, nor does he address the pervasive corruption and abuse within 

them, that illustrate the inefficiencies of child-welfare policy. Like Hacsi, Professor Juha 

Hämäläinen’s study, “The Origins and Evolution of Child Protection in Terms of the History of 

Ideas,” provides a detailed timeline of child welfare policy. His work was integral to my own 

understanding into how the shifting image of “the child” and the changing role of children in 

American society, affected the politics surrounding child welfare and child protection services in 

America. 5 

 Several scholars have addressed the “scandalous” past of the child care and adoption 

services. In her work, Scandalous Politics: Child Welfare Policy in the States, Juliet 

Gainsborough, a professor of political science, explores how high-profile incidents of child abuse 

contributed to child welfare policy change in the United States.6 She offers evidence that 

illustrates how these prominent scandals influenced and shaped new legislation, acknowledging 

that public awareness and concern over policy is frequently a result of outrage in the face of 

scandal. She argues that, “the fact that public scrutiny of the policy only occurs in the context of 

                                                
   4 Timothy A. Hacsi, Second Home: Orphan Asylums and Poor Families in America (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard Univ. Press, 1998). 
 

5  Juha Hämäläinen, "The Origins And Evolution Of Child Protection In Terms Of The History Of 
Ideas," Paedagogica Historica, v.52, no. 6 (November 1, 2016), 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00309230.2016.1240210. 
 

6Juliet F. Gainsborough, Scandalous Politics: Child Welfare Policy in the States (Washington, D.C.: 
Georgetown University Press, 2010), , http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt2tt44c. 
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scandal also means that political behavior around child welfare is characterized by the desire to 

avoid blame”.7 While Gainsborough discusses the cause and effect relationship between adoption 

scandals and policy reform, historian, Leroy Ashby argues, in his book, Endangered Children: 

Dependency, Neglect, and Abuse in American History, that the changes and reforms made to the 

child-welfare system were often motivated, not by the public’s outrage or for benefit of the 

children, but by personal and political agendas.8 He explores the history of adoption in the 

United States, starting in the colonial area and expanding to the present. His thesis centers 

around the claim that child care providers, “too often pursued their own agendas at the expense 

of children. They ‘took a problem and created a tragedy’.”  Similarly to Gainsborough, Ashby 

analyzes how scandal leads society to recognize a problem and while both historians discuss 

scandal and its effect on policy, they do not discuss why the victims of these scandals were 

silent, and how their silences impacted public awareness of, and legislative reform to, the flawed 

adoption and child welfare systems in America. 

 Another work that provides insight into the corruption within child welfare organizations, 

is the book by journalist, Kathryn Joyce’s, titled, The Child Catchers: Rescue, Trafficking and 

the New Gospel of Adoption, which investigates the crimes committed by individuals in adoption 

and child welfare services, who exploit the good intentions of others for their own gain.9 Her 

work explains how adoption became a means of “redeeming orphans” or as a way to make a 

quick buck. Joyce unveils how many children, were essentially stolen from their homes, in order 

                                                
7 Gainsborough, Scandalous Politics, 147. 
 
8 LeRoy Ashby, Endangered Children: Dependency, Neglect, and Abuse in American History (New York: 

Twayne, 1997). 4. 
 

9 Kathryn Joyce, The Child Catchers: Rescue, Trafficking, and the New Gospel of Adoption (New York: 
PublicAffairs, 2013). 
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to meet the growing demand for orphans, which resulted in kidnappings and deceptive practices 

to fill orders.10 The fault lies with the systems and cultures of poverty that makes ‘orphan 

finding’ an attractive, if unethical way of making money and turns babies and children into a 

booming national export product. The adoption industry has capitalized on disasters, and the 

good intentions of individuals seeking to help children in need. Though the adoption system in 

the United States has improved drastically since these three scandals, the industry has spread to 

an international market, and birthparents continue to be tricked, coerced, and stolen from, by a 

system once driven by good-intentions, but now driven by profit. My research exposed how the 

adoption system has and, in many ways, continues to benefit those seeking to adopt, not the 

children or their birth parents. 

There are several books that address two of the high-profile scandals I discuss in my 

thesis, the Orphan Trains, and The Tennessee Children’s Home Society, but there are two in 

particular that provided valuable evidence and context to my own research. Stephen O'Connor’s 

book, Orphan Trains: The Story of Charles Loring Brace and the Children He Saved and Failed, 

gives a detailed account of America’s infamous “Orphan Trains” that carried thousands of 

children westward, and the man who lead the movement. O’Conner describes the debates 

surrounding the problem of vagrant street children in American cities, and the controversial 

solution to relocate them, which was proposed by Charles Loring Brace.11 He outlines Brace’s 

career in child welfare services and provides a critical analysis of the social context of the time. 

Just as O’Connor investigates the negative responses and consequences of the Orphan Train, and 

                                                
10 Kathryn Joyce, "The Trouble With the Christian Adoption Movement," The New Republic, January 11, 

2016, , accessed February 20, 2019, https://newrepublic.com/article/127311/trouble-christian-adoption-movement. 
 

 11 Stephen O'Connor, Orphan Trains: The Story of Charles Loring Brace and the Children He Saved and 
Failed (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2004). 
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how the provocative welfare initiative came to fruition, Barbara Bisantz Raymond’s, The Baby 

Thief: The Untold Story of Georgia Tann, the Baby Seller Who Corrupted Adoption, discusses 

the notorious Georgia Tann, and her role as director at the Tennessee Children’s Home Society. 

12Raymond gives a brief summary of Tann’s life, that lead her down a path of corruption and 

crime, while uncovering how tight Tann’s grip on Memphis politics truly was, and how insidious 

and harmful her crimes were on the adoption system in America. 

While there is sufficient research into the two scandals mentioned above, there almost no 

scholarship on the St. Joseph’s Catholic Orphanage, and the abuse that occurred during its 

operation. Journalist, Christine Kenneally’s Buzzfeed News article, “We Saw Nuns Kill Children: 

The Ghosts of St. Joseph’s Catholic Orphanage,” which was recently published, in August of 

2018, offers the first in depth account into the accusations made against the orphanage and the 

Burlington Catholic Dioceses over two decades ago.13 Kenneally provides a chilling look into the 

dark history of the catholic orphanage in Burlington Vermont. Her exposé contains numerous 

first hand accounts from former orphans who witnessed and experienced countless instances of 

abuse that ranged from sexual assault to isolation, and in a few cases, even murder, while in the 

care of the nuns who operated the home.  

In addition to the extensive scholarship available surrounding the child welfare system, 

the stories of those who suffered abuse and neglect while under the charge of child care 

institutions and adoption services have recently become widely publicized. Because of these 

                                                
 12 Barbara Bisantz. Raymond, The Baby Thief: The Untold Story of Georgia Tann, the Baby Seller Who 
Corrupted Adoption (New York: Union Square, 2008), E-book. 
 
 13 Christine Kenneally, "We Saw Nuns Kill Children: The Ghosts of St. Joseph's Catholic  
Orphanage." BuzzFeed News. August 27, 2018. Accessed October 10, 2018.  
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/christinekenneally/orphanage-death-catholic-abuse-nuns-st-josephs. 
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personal accounts, the failure by the State and the child welfare system to ensure the protection 

of destitute and neglected children, has been recognized to some extent. However, despite the 

numerous reports made by adult survivors, there remains a major gap in the discussion and 

knowledge surrounding child abuse within the child welfare system and institutional care. The 

sources mentioned above, discuss instances of abuse and scandal that occurred throughout the 

history of the child welfare system, and scholarship exists that analyzes the conditions of the 

child welfare system within its historical political and social context, but they fail to address the 

perception of child abuse at the time these institutions operated. It is not accurate to suggest that 

the public was completely unaware of the fact that abuse was occurring right under their noses, 

but the concept and understanding of child abuse at the time these institutions were in operation, 

was very different from the way it is perceived and handled. Those who were in the care of 

institutions like the New York Children’s Aid Society, the Tennessee Children’s Home Society, 

and St. Joseph’s Orphanage, were not viewed as “normal” children by the American public, and 

so the “abnormal” treatment of them was more easily accepted. 

 
Methodology  
 

The first stage of my research consisted of analyzing primary sources, specifically 

newspaper articles, that had made mention of the three scandals, or the individuals and 

organizations affiliated with them. The articles I looked at came from The Tennessean, The 

Evening Star, and The Burlington Free Press, which I found using the online database 

Newspapers.com, through key word searches, which included, “orphanage”, “adoption”, 

“scandal”, and “abuse”. The first mentions of the New York Children’s Aid Society, The 

Tennessee Children’s Home Society, and St. Joseph’s Catholic Orphanage in the media were all 

quite similar.  They appeared in advertisements, which were commissioned by each organization, 
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that solicited the need for adoptive homes. The faces of children, which were in the care of these 

“benevolent” institutions and were waiting to be adopted, were plastered across newspapers. 

There was nothing that the contemporary reader would find that would suggest anything other 

than philanthropic intent. However, as the initiatives of each gained more publicity, and as 

rumors of abuse and mistreatment began to surface, the articles that once mentioned these 

organizations and individuals with admiration, began to voice the concerns and sentiments felt 

by the public. Though the allegations and criticisms surrounding The Orphan Trains, Georgia 

Tann, and St. Joseph’s Orphanage, were all covered in the media, they were done so with little 

sincerity. In my research I found that there was little effort by these publications to assert any 

real legitimacy to those who spoke out in opposition to the once revered child welfare 

organizations and those who ran them. In gathering multiple media representations of each event 

and institution at which the occurred, I was able to see how the language and sentiment evolved 

and to gain a better understanding of how the perception of the institution changed within the 

public over time. 

I began the second stage of my research with the following questions in mind: Why were 

children abused in these institutions and welfare programs? How were children that were in the 

care of the State viewed, and how did this affect the way they were treated? How did the 

changing meaning of childhood affect the public’s tolerance of child abuse? How does this 

analysis of past abuse, aid in the prevention of it today and contribute to the process of healing 

for victims? I used secondary sources, which included the scholarship mentioned above, to 

contextualize the three scandals within the social and political climate when they occurred, in 

order to better understand why their representations changed overtime, and if it reflected a 
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change in the public’s perception of child welfare or their response child abuse. The sources I 

references outlined the changing values and politics that were current to each event, and by 

analyzing the history of the child welfare system in the United States, I was able to create a 

timeline of its evolution. What I found was that the policies surrounding child welfare reflected 

the contemporary concept and role of the child to that time. The way society cared for children, 

was contingent upon how they viewed children and their notion of childhood. Through this 

research I was able to address the questions that I had sought to answer. The comparison of the 

historical context of these events to the discussion surrounding adoption and child welfare that 

appeared in contemporary media, offered a unique window into how the status of adoption 

policy and child welfare was communicated or rather “miscommunicated” to the greater public. 

In all three adoption scandals I found a common thread. Children were seen as products – objects 

that could be bought and sold through advertisements, and whose needs were of little 

importance. In the adoption movement’s rush to do good, mistakes were made, families ignored, 

and the wellbeing of the children disregarded. 

Chapter Overview 

What I discovered through my research was that there was a disconnect between the 

public’s understanding of adoption and child welfare services, and the reality of it, which 

allowed these institutions to function despite their illicit activities. The societal message that was 

advertised by each organization responsible for the scandals, was that their effort all sought to 

benefit the lives of the children in their care, but the realities behind the scenes proved otherwise. 
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Those who operated these institutions, which were established to care for and protect orphans 

and neglected children, abused the trust of the public, who rarely questioned their methods, even 

when the victims spoke out against their corrupt caretakers. By studying these scandals, and the 

conditions of the child welfare system when each occurred, I hope to provide an insight into why 

their victims went unheard, and why those responsible went unpunished. My thesis aims, not to 

establish a villain or one sole cause for the problems within the child welfare system, but rather, 

to identify and analyze the reason they were, and continue to exist. This thesis seeks to argue that 

the silenced voices of the victims from these scandals, promoted a benevolent image of the child 

welfare system and adoption, which prevented reform, and the public awareness of the need for 

it. 

In chapter one, “The Birth of the Child Welfare System,” will be serve as an introduction 

to the history of the child welfare system and adoption policy in the United states. The objective 

for this chapter is both to establish a general foundation and historical background surrounding 

the development of the child welfare system in America. It will analyze the changing policies of 

child welfare and protection services in the United Sates, in comparison to the changing role of 

the child within American families and society. This chapter will provide a general foundation 

and understanding of how society’s sense of responsibility for the care of destitute and neglected 

children evolved over time, and how this was reflected in the both official laws, and cultural 

norms. It will outline the different approaches to providing care for orphans and dependent 

children, as it evolved from its volunteer grass roots philanthropy into a federal initiative, run by 

the State. 

The following three chapters will be devoted to the three scandals that spanned 

throughout the 19th and 20th centuries: The Orphan Trains, Georgia Tann and the Tennessee 
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Children’s Home Society, and St. Joseph’s Catholic Orphanage. Chapter two, “The Westbound 

Waifs Aboard The Orphan Trains,” will explore the history of the Orphan Train Movement, and 

the man behind it, Charles Loring Brace. It will discuss Brace’s ideology surrounding child care, 

and his career in social work, that eventually inspired him to establish this highly debated child 

welfare program. Chapter three, “Abducted and Adopted in Memphis, Tennessee,” will look into 

the notorious “baby thief’ Georgia Tann, and her role in creating an illegal market for babies and 

children. By exposing the political and social influence, which she exploited, this chapter will 

explain how the illicit activities of this women went uncontested, and how she managed to amass 

a personal fortune during her time as Director of the Tennessee Children’s Home, through 

methods of coercion, kidnapping, blackmail, and deceit. Chapter four, “ The Saintly Sinners of 

St. Joseph’s Catholic Orphanage,” will address the accusations surrounding the operations of the 

orphanage and the management of Sisters of Providence. It will explore the claims made against 

the institution by its former occupants, and retrace the investigation surrounding the crimes that 

took place over twenty years ago. This chapter will then address the recent decision of 

Burlington authorities to reopen the St. Joseph’s case, and the growing allegations against the 

Catholic Church has presented another opportunity for the victims of St. Joseph’s to tell their 

stories. 

The fifth chapter, “The Silent Suffers of the Child Abuse,” will discuss how the 

experiences of the survivors of these scandals provide evidence that children who were in the 

care of the State and were placed in institutionalized care, or other child protection services, were 

systematically abused, and then methodically silenced. This section will address why the public 

remained complicit for so long and the ways in which society’s changing perception of child 

abuse affected their sense of responsibility in protecting the countries vulnerable children. 
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Memory is at the crux of my thesis – more specifically the idea of acknowledgement in 

terms of memory as it changes. These three scandals have been left out of America’s historical 

narrative and omitted from the nation’s collective memory. The victims have been forgotten, and 

their voices silenced. Despite the emphasis placed on child welfare, and the condemnation of 

those who abuse or neglect children, there has still been little effort made to address the history 

of child welfare and child abuse in the United Sates. Today many of these victims and their 

families still hope for justice, whether that be accomplished through the recognition that these 

crimes were committed against them, or legal action against those who are guilty of them. There 

are various systems of power, that inevitably control, both the conversations and the actions 

taken, in response to these accusations, but the power has recently begun to change hands, and 

no longer can the past be forgotten, or the victims be marginalized and discredited.  

.Though it would be unfair, and inaccurate, to claim that all institutions and services that 

provided care for destitute and neglected children were corrupt, there is sufficient evidence to 

suggest that the system of institutional care for children was a flawed one, that allowed the abuse 

and maltreatment of children to exist for most of the 19th and 20th century. The physical and the 

emotional needs of these children were rarely met, and their well-being was often not prioritized. 

In instances when child abuse did occur, regardless whether it was at the hands of a parent or of a 

nun, many children were unable to speak up. Those committing the abuse against them often 

used threats and violence, to prevent their victims from reporting their crimes. These children 

had been conditioned to believe that asking for help would only result in more pain, and often 

they had been taught how to hide any physical wounds that might reveal the truth. Many children 

remained in the abusive care of corrupt institutions, violent parents, or neglected guardians, for 

years, and the emotional and phycological trauma they experience, was often far worse the any 
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physical pain they suffered. These children were broken down to the point where they often did 

not even attempt to expose their abusers, and still, when the few brave individuals managed to 

share their suffering with the public, they were rarely believed. This insidious and inescapable 

feedback loop made it extremely challenging for victims to come forward, and equally difficult 

for those who wanted to help, to even know they needed rescuing. 
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CHAPTER I:  
The Birth of the Child Welfare System 

 
 

The origins of the child welfare system are hard to trace. Just as the role of woman in the 

United States evolved throughout the country’s history, the role of the “child” cannot be 

consistently defined throughout the nation’s past. The concept of “the child,” and society’s sense 

of commitment for them, are contingent upon the contemporary ideas that surround children and 

their care, which are shaped and influenced by the values of American society at the time. As 

American ideals and culture changed throughout the 19th and 20th centuries, so did the public’s 

understanding of childhood and of its obligation to ensure the welfare of the nation’s dependent 

youth. In his essay, “The Origins and Evolution of Child Protection in Terms of the History of 

Ideas,” Juha Hämäläinen, a Social Sciences scholar, notes: 

The problem of causation in explaining the origins of the idea of child protection is in 
dealing with the question of what the idea of child protection depicts about Homo sapiens 
and human nature. As it is a particular methodological challenge to locate the historical 
child within complex and evolving ideologies of childhood in writing the experiences of 
children into the narratives of the history of childhood, it is methodologically demanding 
to define how the idea of child protection is shaped by the ideologies of childhood.14 
 

The image of a “carefree” innocent childhood is one that is relatively new, as are the systems put 

in place to protect it. Like women, children have been the victims of abuse and neglect 

throughout American history, because they viewed as property and not recognized as full-

citizens, and their rights were not clearly defined and so they were rarely protected. It was not 

until those who had the power and the agency to enact change began advocating on their behalf, 

that any progress could be made. As the poor conditions depended and destitute children were 

                                                
14 Juha Hämäläinen, "The Origins And Evolution Of Child Protection In Terms Of The History Of 

Ideas," Paedagogica Historica, v.52, no. 6 (November 1, 2016),  2. 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00309230.2016.1240210. 
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forced to endure became overwhelmingly apparent to the rest of the population, the American 

public could no longer, turn a blind eye the needs of these children, and deny their responsibility 

to address them. The perception of child protection began to change toward the end of the 19th 

century, which resulted in an increase in activism and public efforts to ensure the safety and 

wellbeing of orphans and children. 

Life Before the Child Welfare System 

The care of dependent children, and orphans, was not viewed as a State responsibility 

until the latter half of the 19th century. This was due in part to this changing definition of 

“childhood” and the shifting structure of American families. As more people continued to 

immigrate to the United States, the growing population of dependent children became harder to 

ignore, as did the growing need for action to made in order to protect and provide for them. 

Professor Brenda McGowen, who is a board member of the Child Welfare Studies at Fordham 

Graduate School of Social Service, explains the factors, which were integral in the formation of a 

child welfare system in her essay “Historical Evolution of Child Welfare Services” in saying: 

The major forces shaping the provisions of child welfare services in this country – the 
size and composition of the child population at risk; social, economic, and technological 
demands on families; prevailing ideologies regarding the proper relationships among 
children, parents, church, and state. 15 
 

Though the State remained uninvolved in child welfare services during 17th and 18th centuries, 

there were still depended children that needed to be provided for. America was a new nation, and 

the concerns of society were centered around survival, freedom, and expansion. Our 

contemporary understanding of childhood was not applicable during this time, as children were 

                                                
 15Brenda G. McGowan, "Historical Evolution of Child Welfare Services." In Child Welfare for the Twenty-
first Century: A Handbook of Practices, Policies, and Programs, ed. Gerald P.. and Peg McCartt Hess (Columbia 
University Press, 2005), 10. http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.7312/mall13072.6. 
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seen as property and often valued based of their ability to work and, therefore, based on their 

ability to increase the profit for those who provided them with care and protection. Child labor 

was commonplace and for most families it was necessary for their economic survival –free labor 

was essentially exchanged for care. If a parent or guardian was unable to provide for their 

children, it was viewed as an inability to manage ownership of their property, and consequently 

they would be forced to relinquish their rights of “ownership” to an individual who was more 

equipped to care for the child. Though there was no official system of child welfare in place to 

protect and care for dependent children at this time, “two groups of children were presumed to 

require attention from the public authorities: orphans and the children of paupers”.16  The 

motivation behind this public action was not entirely for the benefit and wellbeing of the child, 

but largely in part due to a fear that desolate or poor children would “inherit bad habits” from 

unfit or absent parents, and as a result would increase both burden on and disorder within the 

larger community. Poor or immigrant families were not considered ideal Americans. Whether it 

was the differing religious beliefs of foreigners, or the “lazy and unproductive” lifestyles of 

paupers, there was a concern that children left in the care of these individuals, would grow to 

embody the same values, further diversifying a once homogenous Protestant nation.   

The Country Acknowledges it Vulnerable Citizens   

 At the start of the 19th century – after the Civil War – the country’s attention, and 

finances, were far more available then they had ever been before. No longer overshadowed by 

concerns of the nation’s survival, the needs of the impoverished were now finally being 

acknowledged by the larger population.  It was during this time that the rise of philanthropic 

organizations and charitable services started to appear. The large immigrant population that had 

                                                
 16 McGowan, 11. 
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flooded American cities brought with it an excess of workers. With a rapidly growing labor 

force, as well as the rise of industrialization and advances in technology, the demand for child 

labor declined – as did society’s approval of it. Dependent children who had once occupied 

factories and fields, were no longer needed and now had no place to go and no means to provide 

for themselves. In 1824, the Secretary of State released a statement, known as “The Yates 

Report,” concerning the need surrounding the poor and the homeless, in which he stated that, 

“the education and morals of the children of paupers are almost wholly neglected. They grow up 

in filth, illness, ignorance and disease, and many become early candidates for the prison or the 

grave”.17 Though almshouses, which were shelters established to provide housing for the 

homeless and abandoned, had already been established throughout the United States, it was 

during this time that the need for separate homes for children was realized.  

Prior to this realization, men, women, and children had been grouped together in these 

poorhouses – where there was little supervision, and inadequate care for the orphans and youth 

that resided in them. The desire for separate housing for dependent youth can be attributed to 

several concerns and factors. The public soon became aware that in housing these children 

alongside criminals and “threatening” adults in these poorly run establishments, not only put 

them at risk of exposure to abuse and disease, but also to deviant behavior and values. Author 

Susan Downs elaborates on this fear in her own work in which she explains that the public’s 

desire to isolate dependent children from these risks was supported by their belief that: 

Punitive conditions and isolation from family made possible by institutionalization would 
coerce children into obedient labor market behavior...the functions of children's 
institutions were to train and rehabilitate young people and also provide a model for the 
moral reform of society. 18 

                                                
 17 McGowan, 13. 
 
 18 Susan Downs, "The Orphan Asylum in the Nineteenth Century." Social Service Review no. 2 (1983), 
272-90. 
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It was these concerns that prompted the establishment of orphanages across the nation, and, 

“between 1830 and 1850 alone, private charitable groups established 56 children's institutions in 

the United States”.19 In the public’s eyes, these orphanages would ensure that the children who 

occupied them would be raised to become adults with good “American” values and ethics, and 

would eventually be able contribute to the nation’s economy, therefore strengthening the country 

as a whole. Though the establishment of the orphanage was a step toward the advancement of 

and improvement to child welfare services in the United States, their rise cannot be wholly 

attributed to the nation’s concern for the youth that resided in them. During this time the 

emphasis, was for the most part, focused on how these institutions would help address 

socioeconomic and financial problems in America.20 

 Orphanages provided care for children who had nowhere to go and no one to care for 

them, but they were not the only children who were in need of protection. It was not until the 

1870’s that the issue of child abuse and neglect within households was acknowledged as a 

problem on a federal level, due to the tragic case of “Little Mary. Ellen”. Mary Ellen 

McCormack was a young girl, whose widowed mother left in the care of another women in 

exchange for a small fee. When a neighbor noticed severe bruising on Mary Ellen, she tried to 

appeal to the police who denied her and their responsibility to address the case of child abuse. 

When no help was given by authorities, the woman turned to the founder of the American 

                                                
 
 19 Robert H. Bremner, Children and Youth in America: A Documentary History (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 1970).  
 
 20 Minnesota Department of Human Services, Orphanages: A Historical Overview, A Discussion of the 
Role of Orphanages in Child Welfare Policy. PDF. (Minnesota, 1995), 2. 
https://www.leg.state.mn.us/docs/pre2003/other/950265.pdf  
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Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, Henry Bergh. With his help, Mary Ellen was 

successfully removed from her abusive caregiver and in 1875, the New York Society for the 

Prevention of Cruelty to Children (NYSPCC) was created to ensure the protection of children.21 

Street Rats Fill America’s Cities 

 In 1853, Charles Loring Brace (1826-1890), who is considered the “father” of the modern 

foster care system, founded the New York Children’s Aid Society (NYCAS), and would 

establish similar organizations in cities across the country. Unlike the later child-saving efforts of 

the Societies for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, Brace and the NYCAS did not focus their 

efforts on removing children from their abusive homes or from the maltreatment by their 

guardians. Instead, Brace and his organization was interested in removing these children from 

the dangerous environments entirely – which in his opinion, included immigrant communities. 

Like those before him, Brace was motivated by the belief that the best way to care for these 

dependent children, was to ensure they were being provided for by those who practiced 

“American values,” which at the time were synonymous with Christian values. Though the 

orphanage movement had been backed by similar motivations, Brace felt that these institutions 

were unfit to reach these goals. He felt that orphanages could not provide a sense of family 

structure to children, which was essential to their “moral training.” Instead, he believed that the 

solution to the “orphan problem” was to place these children in Christian homes across the 

country. This was the first model of today’s foster care system, of which he has been accredited 

to establishing. Brace felt that the best hope for these children was to get them off the dirty and 

dangerous city streets that they called home but finding willing volunteers to welcome children 

into their homes in America’s urban cities was no easy feat. His solution to this problem, which 
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is now considered the first large scale child welfare program in American History, would be 

known as the Orphan Train Movement. 22 In 1854, the first trains filled with the Northeast’s 

neediest children, traveled West to bring them to their new homes, and what they hoped were 

their new families. This controversial welfare “experiment” would continue into the early 20th 

century and would carry thousands of “foundlings” across the country, “by 1879, the Children’s 

Aid Society in New York City had sent 40,000 homeless or destitute children to homes in the 

country”.23 The following chapter, will elaborate on the consequences and controversies that 

surrounded the Orphan Trains.  

 In 1877, the Charity Organization Society was established, and contributed to the 

improvement and expansion of child welfare systems. Believing the government was unfit to 

handle matters of moral concern, which, in their eyes, orphans were, they began a system of 

“‘friendly visitors’ – a forerunner of the modern social worker – whose responsibilities were to 

seek out the poor, investigate their need, and certify them as worthy of private help”. 24 These 

child welfare initiatives were, for the most part, privately funded, and operated on a volunteer 

basis. Often with religious backing or privatized funding, there was little federal action taken 

until the start of the 20th century. Grace Abbott, a prominent social worker and child welfare 

activist in the later 19th and early 18th century, explained how the financial responsibility of these 

child services, deterred the State from instituting any government run programs in her 

publication, The Child and the State: 
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“Most of the States drifted into the policy of aiding private institutions because they were 
unwilling to accept responsibility for the care of the dependent, and because it seemed to 
be cheaper to grant some aid to private institutions that for the state to provide public 
care…private agencies increased and expanded when public funds became available, and 
as the money was easily obtained, they accepted. Children without sufficient 
investigation of the family need and resources and kept them permanently or. Long after 
they could have been released to their families. This was costly to the taxpayer, but even 
more Important, large numbers of children were deprived of normal home life by this 
reckless policy. 25 

 
The lack of government involvement and regulation in what had become a privatized child 

welfare system, and what would eventually become a privatized adoption system, allowed for the 

abuse and mistreatment of these children to continue, despite the initial intentions to protect 

them. As childless couples began turning to these foster care and orphanage homes for children 

of their own, a once charitable cause was corrupted by the realization that it could become a 

lucrative business. Children, once viewed as property, were now seen as a commodity that could 

be bought and sold to the highest bidder. Independent adoption houses, like the infamous 

Tennessee Adoption Home, which I will discuss in a later chapter, began appearing across the 

country. Funded by the State, which was unwilling to take the responsibility of caring for these 

dependent children, individuals set out to capitalize on and take advantage of a flawed child 

welfare system. Each state set out to solve the issue of needy or abandoned children, but their 

solutions were not consistent across state lines” 

The State Finally Takes Action 

 In 1909, under the Roosevelt administration, the first White House Conference on 

Children took place and gave way to the establishment of the U.S. Children’s Bureau. This was 

the first federal organization dedicated solely to the protection and welfare of children and was a 

                                                
 25 Grace Abbott, The Child and the State: Selected Documents, with Introductory Notes (New York: 
Greenwood Press, 1969), 15. 
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huge success for child welfare advocates. Despite the development of an entire federal Bureau, to 

the child welfare system, there was little change in the services that provided care for the 

children in need: 

The Bureau was not to encroach on the rights of the states and would not eliminate the 
duty of the states to deal with child welfare issues within their jurisdictions. The Bureau 
would effectuate the federal government’s duty to make information available Fall 2009 
9 to the various states, supporting them as they cared for children within their boundaries. 
As a result, the complexity of the child welfare system prevented the Federal government 
from regulating child welfare laws and adoption regulations, allowing for corruption to 
exist and profit within.26  
 

From the volunteer, grassroots level of child protection efforts, to finally a largely government 

funded initiative, a Child Welfare system was finally beginning to take form in the United States. 

But the lack of cohesion and regulation on a state by state level prevented this from being a true 

success. Children were placed in orphanages, but once inside they were met with even more 

abuse than they faced on the streets. Babies were essentially stolen from the poor, from 

immigrants, and from single mothers, in order to meet a growing “baby” adoption market that 

incited kidnapping and coercion. The complex and messy beginnings of child welfare services 

prevented it from evolving into an organized and effective system. Each effort to care for these 

helpless and needy children, was undermined by the failure to truly listen and to acknowledge 

their voices, and in doing so a failure to protect them. Each initiative and effort to improve child 

welfare services began with good intentions, yet the mistreatment of children continued. The 

following chapters will provide examples of how these charitable in devours, which were meant 

to prevent the harm of these children, inevitably lead to even more abuse and more neglect, 

exposing just how much America has failed its most vulnerable citizens.  
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CHAPTER II 
The Westbound Waifs Aboard the Orphan Trains 

 

The Orphan Train Movement has a complicated and controversial legacy. Though many 

historians recognize it as a major instigator for the changes made to the American child welfare 

system and adoption law throughout the 19th and 20th centuries, there are conflicting narratives 

and opinions surrounding the initiative that was in effect from 1854 until 1929. During the 75 

years of its operation, the Orphan Trains carried upwards of 200,000 destitute children across the 

country, from eastern urban cities to the growing western frontier. What began as an effort to 

remove homeless and destitute children from city streets, the Orphan Trains movement led to 

many legal disputes and public scrutiny, as it revealed issues of child labor and adoption 

practices. Many questioned the legitimacy of, and the objectives behind, this experimental 

welfare initiative.  

Charles Loring Brace and the New York Children’s Aid Society 

 The man responsible for the movement, Charles Loring Brace, was a protestant minister 

and philanthropist whose involvement in social reform had a powerful and lasting effect on child 

welfare in the United States. Though Brace was firm in his belief that the Orphan Train 

Movement would ensure better lives for the country’s neglected youth, many of his critics 

questioned his methods and the intentions behind them. As a devotedly religious man led by his 

faith, Charles Loring Brace believed it was his duty to help the poor, and felt that it was “not 

possible for him and those about him, as Christian men, to look upon this great multitude of 

unhappy, deserted, and degraded boys and girls, without feeling responsibility to god for 
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them.”27 Best known for his 19th century child rescue initiatives, Brace began his charitable work 

in 1853 as head of the New York Children’s Aid Society (NYCAS) by opening a series of 

shelters for impoverished young boys, which provided them with food, education, and Christian 

bible studies. These institutions were known as the Newsboys Lodging houses and would 

eventually expand to also provide care and education to young girls. Though public efforts to 

care for destitute children had been in practice long before Brace began his career in child 

welfare, he was considered a pioneer of social work because of his progressive, yet controversial 

approaches to child welfare reform. In his essay titled The Best Method of Disposing of Our 

Pauper and Vagrant Children, published in 1859, Brace outlined what he felt was the most 

effective course of action in solving the growing problem of homeless street children. In his 

writing he outlined the importance of educating these children with good values and work ethics, 

explaining the need to take advantage of the, “unlimited demand for labor, especially for juvenile 

labor,” that existed in the United States at the time.28 Child labor, particularly in factories, had 

provided poor and abandoned children with the means to be self-sufficient, but with the growing 

immigrant population and the advancements made in mechanical technology during 

industrialization, there was a decreasing amount of opportunities for children living in urban 

cities to find work. Due to these factors many immigrant and non-immigrant were “left, destitute, 

neglected or orphaned” and public resources became strained under the weight of the growing 

needs of these children. In his 1849 semi-annual report on “The Problem of Vagrant and 

Delinquent Children” George W. Matsell, New York City’s Chief of Police, described the 

                                                
 27 Charles Loring Brace and Emma Brace, The Life of Charles Loring Brace: Chiefly Told in His Own 
Letters. (New York, NY: Scribner, 1894), 157. 
 28 Charles Loring Brace, The Best Method of Disposing of Our Pauper and Vagrant Children. (New York: 
Wynkoop, Hallenbeck & Thomas, Printers, 1859), 6. 
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depressing conditions of the city’s streets, and “the constantly increasing number of vagrants, 

idle and vicious children . . . who infest our public thoroughfares, hotels, docks,”  and his fear 

that they were “destined to a life of misery, shame and crime, and ultimately to a felon’s doom.” 

He complained that many of these children had taken up the practice of stealing whatever they 

could and begging for whatever they couldn’t. 29 Brace recognized the need to address this issue 

and looked Westward for a solution.  

The Orphan Train Movement 

 At the crux of Charles Brace’s child welfare ideology was his belief in the superiority of 

family structure over public institutions, such as orphanages and boarding houses. Brace was 

insistent in his claim that families were “God’s reformatory” and that these children needed 

homes, a sense of family structure, and the moral education it provided. He argued “that no 

human power” could save the lives of those children, “if left in their own surroundings” of filth 

and crime that came with street life.30  With this in mind, Brace set out to find homes for these 

children, and soon realized he would have little success within the city. With a need for labor in 

the expanding western territories, Loring Brace sought to capitalize on the free labor force that 

these children could provide and advocated for their emigration West. The New York Children’s 

Aid Society promoted the Orphan Trains as the only feasible solution to “the great economic 

problem of poverty in our cities, for it sends future laborers where they are in demand, and 

relieves the over-crowded market in the city.”31 Under the leadership of Brace, the NYCAS 

began its plans for the Orphan Trains, stating to the public that: 
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We have no hesitation in saying, that all the pauper children (of sound bodies) no 
supported at such immense expense by the city, and a proportion of the young vagrants 
and petty offenders maintained at public cost, might with case at this moment, on a 
trifling expense, be placed in good religious homes in our rural districts, where every 
influence exerted upon them would be far healthier and better, and where a larger 
proportion would turn out well than under the present system.32 
  

Though the practice of “placing out” children to homes was not new, the idea to ship urban 

orphans West had not been realized before Charles Loring Brace. In 1849, new legislation in 

New York was proposed, that would allow for, “children to be indentured outside the State of 

New York” and in 1855, New York authorized “trustees, directors or managers of any 

incorporated orphan asylum, or institute or home for indigent children to ‘bind out’” orphans 

under their care, out of state.33 This gave the NYCAS, and other organizations like it, the 

authority to transport children across state lines, and with, “no geographic restrictions for these 

indentures — the children could be placed anywhere”.34 

 Advertisements that declared the arrival of these orphans were placed in newspapers 

across the West, essentially marketing the children and the free labor they could provide. These 

newspaper articles urged prospective adopters to either contact the NYCAS for inquiries or to 

simply show up at the railway stations when the trains carrying the children were scheduled to 

arrive. Brace wrote of the immediate response these advertisements received: 

The readiness on the part of farmers to receive these children was at once evident. An 
announcement, by circulars through the city weeklies and rural papers, of the intention of 
supply children, brought a speedy response in the for of hundreds of applications from 
farmers and mechanics. There are some amusing accounts. Of the efforts at first made to 
send a certain kind of child, ‘a perfect child’, with characteristics to suit the would-be 
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mother or father…many who really wanted the children’s labor pressed forward to obtain 
it.35 

 

The children were divided into two groups before being placed on the trains, those already 

preselected for adoption, and those without secured homes in the West. In 1854, the first of the 

Orphan Trains left New York City, carrying 45 children to Dowagiac, Michigan. The conditions 

of the train cars were cramped, and the only adult supervision over these orphans was one man, 

E. P. Smith, a representative from the NYCAS.36 After four days of travelling, these young boys 

and girls were handed over to their new families, with little official paperwork done, and 

inadequate vetting to ensure they were going to homes that would provide adequate care. In a 

Michigan periodical, The Detroit Free Press, one bystander described the scene that awaited the 

traveling orphans at the platform. The image she painted was shockingly similar to that of a slave 

auction as she reported the official responsible for the placement of the orphans calling out, 

“Don't tell me you are going to pass up an opportunity like this to get a strong, willing little 

helper? In another year or two this boy will be doing more work than a hired man. what lucky 

farmer is going to get him?" to which a civilian responded, "I'll take him!"37 Children were 

desired not as additions to these families, but as free laborers that would increase their 

agricultural production and profit. 

 

                                                
 35 Brace, The Life of Charles Loring Brace, 173. 
 
 36 Out of the 45 children who arrived on the Orphan Train, only eight were left by the end of the day. Those 
eight were sent alone on a train to Iowa, where they were placed in a local orphanage. The reverend who ran the 
orphanage claimed they were adopted, though no records exist to prove it; Katie Serena, "The Orphan Train That 
Brought Kids Around The Country For No-Background-Check Adoptions," All That's Interesting, July 05, 2018, 
https://allthatsinteresting.com/orphan-train. 
  
 37 Anne Gardener, “Reputation,” The Detroit Free Press, July 3, 1928, Newspapers.com.   
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Critics and Controvery  

 The Orphan Trains received criticism for several reasons, but the biggest concern was the 

lack of adequate planning that went into the placement of these children. In some cases, these 

children were taken from their families that were deemed unfit to care for them, and often 

siblings were separated from each other during their journey, with no hope of ever being 

reunited. Not all of these stories had sad endings – some children were welcomed into loving 

homes by their new families. That being said, the experiences among these children were not all 

equal, and some were less fortunate than others. They were sent from one side of the country to 

the other, where they were promised their new adoptive families would be waiting, but this was 

not always who greeted them when the stepped onto the platform. There were individuals who 

sought to take advantage of these displaced orphans and exploit them for free child labor. 

Thousands of children were forced to migrate, where they faced a fate similar to that of 

indentured servant and some “abolitionists opposed placements of children with Western 

families, viewing indentureship as a form of slavery.” 38   With little background checks done on 

those seeking to adopt these orphans, many children found themselves in unwelcoming homes, 

wanted only for the work they could provide their new families. A major criticism the New York 

Children’s Aid Society received was the accusation that they were placing children in Protestant 

homes, despite conflicting religious backgrounds in order to convert them, and there were those 

who “claimed this was a deliberate pattern intended to break up immigrant Catholic families.”39 

Loring Brace discussed these allegations in a letter in which he wrote: 
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The great emigration work of the society did not go undisturbed. It met with intense and 
bigoted opposition form the poor themselves. They maintained that it was a proselytizing 
work, and that every child taken was made a Protestant…Among a small number of the 
better classes, there was also strong objection to the action of the society in this 
particular. They believed that there was a danger of spreading what they considered 
poison throughout the West. 40 

 
Many of these orphans came from immigrant families, and there was a growing concern that the 

true intentions behind the movement was “tinged with the perennial disdain of many Americans 

for the foreign-born. ”41 Children were placed with families that were often incompatible with 

and unaccepting of their cultural differences. Many critics charged that these organizations failed 

to follow-up with the orphan placements to confirm the well-being of the child, and often, 

western placement locations “charged that orphan trains were dumping undesirable children 

from the East on Western communities.”42 In 1876, a National Prison Reform Congress was held 

in New York, during which several western representatives made claims against the Orphan 

Train movement, on the ground that the influx of these children, many whose noncompliant  

behavior continued even after they had been removed from urban street life, had become a 

financial burden on Western States, and “asserted that the homeless children sent out to the West 

by the Children’s Aid Society of New York, were ‘crowding the Western prisons and 

reformatories.”43 The Orphan trains became a target for several lawsuits, many of which were 

filed by birth parents hoping to have their children returned back east to them. The court 

recognized that “[m]ost of these placements were memorialized only with an oral agreement 
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made at the train platform and few children were ever formally adopted leaving them in” legal 

limbo.”44 In some instances these children were not “true orphans,” but had been handed over by 

their birth parents, or taken by the state, “temporarily” to these charities for their care, but due to 

the lack of organized paperwork and oversight, their out-of-state placements orphaned them and 

permanently separated children from their biological families.45  

The Great Arizona Abduction Scandal 

Earlier articles that precede what would eventually be known as the Arizona Abduction 

Scandal, claimed that the “Orphan Trains” were effective in getting poor, homeless youth off the 

streets and keeping them out of jail, by placing them in “good Christian homes.” Though Brace 

advertised this program as a solution that would be beneficial for the kids and their futures, he 

notes in “Second Annual Report of the Children's Aid Society” in 1855, that the “banishment” of 

these homeless children would both solve the issue of urban overcrowding in the East, and the 

fill the need for agricultural labor in the West.46 The program slowed at the turn of the century, 

and toward its last years, the Orphan Trains made headlines for a scandal that would eventually 

land in the Supreme Court, and would overshadow many of its “successes.” In 1904, the New 

York Foundling Hospital, run by the catholic nuns of the Sisters of Charity, sent dozens of 

children to Morenci, Arizona, where they would be adopted by Mexican-Indian families, but 
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when news spread of this interracial adoption, the public was outraged.47 48 Though there were 

several complaints made by parents who wanted their children returned to them, and public talk 

of brutal child labor on western farms, it was not until the issue of race arose that there was 

notable negative press coverage. The Nuns, unaware of the racial tensions between the local 

Anglican and Mexican-Indian communities, were met by an angry “group of white men, 

described as ‘just short of a lynch mob,’ who forcibly took the children from the Mexican Indian 

homes and placed most of them with Anglo families.” The Orphan Trains movement began to 

appear in newspapers across the country, with events like the Arizona incident inciting negative 

press, and “stories titled ‘Babies Sold Like Sheep,” reporting that the welfare initiative and its 

operators have “for years been shipping children in car-loads all over the country, and they are 

given away and sold like cattle.”49 

The Final Stop for the Orphan Trains  

Though the motivation that Charles Loring Brace had behind the Orphan Trains 

Movement may have been altruistic, it is difficult to reconcile that with the fact that this was an 

unorganized, unsupervised, and unregulated system, that was responsible for the well-being of so 

many disadvantaged children. The initial media depictions and advocacy of the Orphan Trains 

                                                
 47 A lawsuit arose from a 1904 Arizona Territory orphan train placement in which the New York Foundling 
Hospital sent 40 Caucasian children between the ages of 18 months and 5 years to be indentured to Catholic families 
in an Arizona Territory parish. The families approved by the local priest for placement were identified in the 
subsequent litigation as “Mexican Indian”; Rebecca S. Trammell, “Orphan Train Myths and Legal Reality”, The 
Modern American, Spring 2009. 
 
 48 In 1869 a group of Roman Catholic nuns established the New York Foundling Hospital to help care for 
and place homeless infants. Following the example of the already established Children’s Aid Society, trains were 
used to transport children to new homes. These became known as Mercy Trains; Mercy Trains Transport Orphaned 
Infants in the Late 1800s to Early 1900s, prod. Colleen Bradford Krantz and Clark Kidder, West By Orphan Train, 
2013, http://westbyorphantrain.com. 
 
 49 Trammell, 5. 
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glorified this welfare program as a pivotal step toward improving child-welfare policy, and 

solving urban homelessness, but the reality is that it only undermined the 20th century Child 

Labor Movement, which focused on protecting child laborers. It did not aid in reforming child 

labor or policy but reinforced the use of children workers and hindered change. 50 

 There were several factors that led to the end of the Orphan trains. One was the railroads 

refusal to continue subsidizing reduced fares to send these children West, but perhaps the 

greatest factor was that the western states no longer wanted, or needed, these destitute children. 

With their own growing orphan population, as well as a reduced demand for child labor, the 

Orphan Trains were no longer benefitting the West, and were now becoming too great an 

expense to maintain. The Homestead Act of 1862, which had encouraged families to emigrate 

West, with the incentive of land grants, had led to what Frederick Jackson Turner called the end 

of the American frontier – the “West had become civilized” and no longer needed the Orphan 

trains to settle it.51 States began passing new legislation that prohibited out-of-state placement, 

and in 1895, Michigan would be the first of many states to pass a statute outlawing the placement 

of out-of-state children. In home family support and government funded foster care became a 

more attractive option for States, especially as Anti-child labor movements gained momentum 

nationwide: 

The 19th and 20th century child labor movement focused on protecting child workers, but 
was unable to secure protections for children working on farms and in agriculture, the 
very locations where orphan train children were being placed. Far from being a factor in 
securing protections against child labor, the orphan train movement reinforced the use of 

                                                
 50 Trammell, 10. 
 
 51 The Homestead act of 1862 was enacted during Abraham Lincoln’s Presidency, and encouraged Western 
settlement through the allotment of federal land grants – 160 acres – to those willing to emigrate and cultivate the 
land for a minimum of 5 years; History.com Editors, "Homestead Act," History.com, November 09, 2009, 
https://www.history.com/topics/american-civil-war/homestead-act. 
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children as farm laborers, a practice that 21st century laws protecting children has failed 
to prevent.52 
 

  In 1904, The National Child Labor Committee was formed to address the growing concern 

surrounding child labor and the lack of legislation in place to protect children from dangerous 

working conditions, “and by 1909, primarily through their lobbying efforts, 43 states passed 

some sort of legislation prohibiting employment of children under a certain age.” 53 Many 

advocates against child labor felt that the Orphan Trains provided agricultural families with a 

loophole since under The Fair Labor Standards Act, and the minimum age requirements it 

established, excluded those children working for parent or guardian. Another reason behind the 

growing opposition of the Orphan Trains, was that Social work was becoming a recognized 

career, and with it the focus was now on keeping families together, rather than tearing them 

apart. And with government run foster care systems, that established state-funded payments to 

foster families for their care, child labor was no longer seen as a necessary form of payment. 

 No longer seen as a permissible or profitable movement, the Orphan Trains stopped 

running in 1929. A year later, the second White House Conference on Children and Youth was 

held in Washington, D.C. The conference continued to emphasize the sentiments that had led to 

the failure of Brace’s movement, as it reinforced the importance of family and home life, stating 

that: “home life is the highest and finest product of civilization. It is the great molding force of 

mind and Children should not be deprived of it except for urgent and compelling reasons.” 54 

Shipping children across the country was no longer a solution to vagrant children that the public 

would support, and they shifted their attention keeping families united within their communities 
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or establishing new home environments for abandoned children within their local area. After 75 

years of operation, thousands of children would remain in the West, with no way of ever 

contacting families they had been forced to leave behind. It was not until the Orphan Train 

Heritage Society of America was established, that many Orphan Train “alumni” were able to 

finally learn who they were and where they came from.  
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CHAPTER III 
Abducted and Adopted in Memphis, Tennessee 

 
Imagine that thousands of desolate children meet an evil “witch” disguised as a 

benevolent social worker and are never seen again – one might think this is the plot summary of 

a Brothers Grimm fairytale, This is not the storyline of Hansel and Gretel, though the similarities 

are uncanny. 55 This is the story of Miss Georgia Tann and the Tennessee Children’s Home. Miss 

Georgia Tann may not have been a cannibalistic witch like the one in that folktale, but she was 

something far worse. The crimes committed by Georgia Tann, and the suffering she inflicted on 

both children and adults during her reign of terror over the adoption industry in the 20th century 

were truly shocking, yet she was never punished for them. She is accredited with popularizing 

adoption, but the means by which she did so are far from admirable. Georgia Tann was 

responsible for organizing upwards of 5,000 fraudulent adoptions, and many of the children she 

placed were obtained through illicit methods, which included blackmail, coercion, and 

kidnapping. During her work as the director of the Tennessee Children’s Home, which became a 

front for her true underground illegal business, Miss Tann would become the most prominent 

baby “seller” on the Black Market for children that arose during the 20th century, and her “baby 

snatching” remains one the largest human-trafficking scandals in American History.56 

                                                
 55 Hansel and Gretel, is an old German fairy tale which was recorded and published by the Brothers Grimm 
in 1812. It tells the story of a brother and sister, Hansel and Gretel, who are the children of a poor woodcutter. After 
being abandoned in the woods by their stepmother, the two children find their way to a cottage made of gingerbread 
and other treats in the woods. They take refuge in the cottage, not knowing it is the home of an evil witch who had 
lured them inside with plans to eat them; Wanda Gág, Tales from Grimm. (University of Minnesota Press, 1964). 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.5749/j.cttttmz9. 
 
 56 Human trafficking is defined by Homeland Security, as modern-day slavery, and the trade of humans, 
usually for the purpose of forced labor or sexual exploitation. It involves the use of force, fraud, or coercion to 
obtain some type of labor or commercial exchange; "What Is Human Trafficking?" Department of Homeland 
Security, October 17, 2018, , accessed April 24, 2019, https://www.dhs.gov/blue-campaign/what-human-trafficking. 
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Miss Georgia Tann, the “Leading Light in Adoption Laws” 57 

Born in 1891 as Beulah Georgia Tann, Miss Tann was the daughter of a Mississippi 

District Judge. It was during a visit to her father’s courtroom in 1906, when Georgia Tann was 

just fifteen years old that she helped organize her first adoption and in doing so had found her 

life’s calling.58 Georgia Tann began her “official” career in adoption and child services in 1912, 

when she was hired by the Mississippi Children’s Home-Finding society. There she was 

responsible for placing children into foster-homes, but Miss Tann was not content with this type 

of social work:  

Ethical workers found satisfaction in helping others. Georgia considered social work a 
vehicle through which to achieve power, adulation, wealth, and prestige—goals that 
would seem unattainable to even the most ambitious social workers today, who would be 
constrained by agency policy. But the field’s lack of regulation in the early twentieth 
century left children vulnerable, particularly in Mississippi.59 
 

Georgia Tann sought to expand her reach in the sphere of child services, and in 1924 she and her 

own adopted daughter, June, moved to Memphis, Tennessee, where she quickly gained influence 

over the State’s adoption system. Adoption was not popular in the United States when Miss Tann 

started her career in social work in Memphis, “when she began her work in Tennessee in the 

1920s, adoption as we know it did not exist”60. With the rise of the American eugenics 

movement at the start of the 20th century, concern over genetic “purity” and the fear of “bad 

blood” made adoption an unattractive option for many couples. “Physical health, mental health, 

                                                
 57 Barbara Bisantz. Raymond, The Baby Thief: The Untold Story of Georgia Tann, the Baby Seller Who 
Corrupted Adoption (New York: Union Square, 2008), E-book, 116. 
 
 58 Miss Tann spoke publicly about the incident that inspired her career, during which she came across two 
children, under the protection of the Mississippi Children’s Home, in her father’s courtroom. At just 15, Georgia 
was able to convince a wealthy Mississippi couple to adopt the children; Raymond, 71. 
 
 59 Raymond, 76. 
 
 60 Raymond, 9. 
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criminality, educability, sexual morality, intelligence, and temperament were all associated with 

blood,” so many Americans were unwilling to adopt a child if they could not fully account for its 

heritage or genealogy, a field that was not fully understood at the time.61 Due to this wide-spread 

public sentiment, Child welfare professionals focused their efforts around family preservation, 

and still favored foster care and orphanages over adoption. Prominent adoption agencies, “like 

the Boston Children’s Aid Society were arranging a scant five adoptions a year” yet somehow, “ 

in 1928, however, only four years after Georgia’s arrival in Memphis, she arranged 206.”62 Miss 

Tann was able to market the children of the Tennessee Children’s Home to a clientele of mainly 

wealthy upper-class couples by doing what those in adoption services had failed to do before her, 

she had made, “homeless children acceptable, even irresistible.”63 But how did she convince 

them to open their homes to these orphans despite the public’s anxiety surrounding adoption? 

She ensured the success of her placements to prospective adopters, promising them that, through 

her extensive selection process, in which she selected a specific child for a specific couple, the 

success of each placement was certain. But the real secret to Miss Tann’s success was not a 

vigorous screening process, but rather her unnerving tact for deception and manipulation. 

She accomplished this by insisting, when most child placement workers apologized for 
the unworthiness of adoptable babies, that they were neither children of sin nor 
genetically flawed. They are, she said repeatedly, blank slates. They are born untainted, 
and if you adopt them at an early age and surround them with beauty and culture, they 
will become anything you wish them to be. 64 
 

                                                
 61 Ellen Herman, “Eugenics,” The Adoption History Project, University of Oregon, February 24, 2012, , 
https://pages.uoregon.edu/adoption/index.html. 
 
 62 Raymond, 9. 
 
 63 Raymond, 101. 
 
 64 Raymond, 102. 
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Miss Tann was able to convince her clients that the children they were adopting were not yet 

“formed” individuals, cementing a misconception that would change adoption ideology forever, 

and continues to affect it today. Her message was that these children, regardless of their previous 

circumstances, could become whatever ideal child their new parents wanted them to be. This 

expectation not only left these adoptive parents disappointed and ill-equipped to understand their 

adopted child, but was also extremely damaging to the child’s emotional and mental health. 

 When Georgia Tann arrived at the Tennessee Children’s Home in the orphanage relied 

heavily on state funding, which meant it relied on tax payer’s money, to maintain its operation. 

Tann wanted more, she wanted profit. She began to collect donations for the Tennessee house by 

going door to door, coercing citizens through arguments that their donations would not only help 

the children, but also ease their own tax burden that was responsible for the upkeep of all 

Tennessee orphanages. One Memphis resident recalled that, “she mentioned the tax aspect often, 

and in the 1930s claimed to have saved Memphians $218,000 by arranging two thousand 

adoptions.”65 As head of the Tennessee Children’s Home, Tann became a well-respected and 

admired social worker across Memphis and the greater Tennessee area. She was applauded for 

her success in increasing both the number of financial donors and the number of adopters in such 

a short amount of time. Her work soon gained notoriety across the country, and she became a 

leader in child welfare services and adoption efforts nationwide. Several organizations asked her 

to speak at forums, and many adoption agencies sought her advice as to how they too could 

improve their own adoption numbers. She “delivered speeches in Washington, New York, and 

other major cities, and was lauded by a national magazine as ‘the foremost leading light in 
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adoption laws.’” At the peak of Georgia Tann’s fame, her adoption practices were so highly 

regarded that even, “Eleanor Roosevelt sought her counsel regarding child welfare.” 66 But, 

despite her reputation, there were those who were skeptical of her adoption practices. 

Miss Tann’s Unethical Marketing Methods  
 

Georgia Tann began soliciting advertisements for adoptive children, essentially turning them 

into a product, by itemizing certain characteristics, like hair or eye color, like any other 

commodity for sale. “Georgia Tann did much more than popularize adoption.  She 

commercialized it, charging adoptive parents large fees and marketing children in nationally 

syndicated newspaper ads”.67Advertisements from a Christmas campaign published on 

December 9, 1929 read, “Want a real, live Christmas present?” 68 Other headlines read, “Living 

Dolls [three baby girls] for YOU.” Or “Are You in the Market for a 14-Month-Old Boy?” Miss 

Tann began receiving criticism for these advertisements, even Charles C. Carstens, the executive 

director of the Child Welfare League of America, warned her to stop publishing them. His 

successor, Howard W. Hopkirk, would list these advertisements “in 1941 as a main cause for the 

expulsion of Georgia and the statewide Tennessee Children’s Home Society from the League.” 69  

Georgia Tann was fully aware of the criminality of her baby sales, as she went to great 

lengths to cover her tracks. She forged birth certificates of adoptees in order to prevent any 

chance of reuniting with birth parents. But, the most alarming part of her questionable adoption 

practices was the fact that they were “approved by legislators who believed it would spare 
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adoptees the onus of illegitimacy. Fifty states ultimately falsified adoptee’s birth certificates”.70 

She often would give the child a surname that would imply a certain heritage of ethnicity, in 

order to convince prospective adopters that a specific child was a perfect match. For example, 

she would attach a Jewish name to a child, providing a counterfeit birth certificate to match, if 

the couple she was trying to market too, was jewish themselves. 

Georgia Tann had violated several Tennessee adoption laws, despite never facing legal 

persecution. The Tennessee adoption statute of 1852 required all adoption institutions to 

investigate and monitor prospective adoptive parents and to check in on new adoption 

placements regularly. This almost never happened with Georgia Tann’s adoption arrangements, 

which was due to her powerful allies in the court and in politics. She screened couples for 

nothing besides their wealth, and rarely checked-in with them after. If a couple contacted Miss 

Tann with any complaints, she would threaten them with the fact that they two were implicated 

by the illegal transaction made in order to obtain their new child in the first place. A shocking 

fact to note, is that despite a provision made to the adoption statute in 1917, which required all 

adoption organizations to have licenses distributed to them by the state, “representatives of the 

Tennessee Children’s Home Society consistently refused to apply for a license”.71 Despite all of 

these red-flags, the thousands of illegal adoptions set up my Georgia Tann and her collogues 

were never investigated, and unfortunately many states began taking up similar practices to 

increase their own adoption rates. Adoptive children were seen as expendable and their voices, 

along with their distraught birthparents, were silenced by Georgia Tann and her insidious reach 

within Tennessee politics and her influence in child welfare nationwide. 
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The Victims of Miss Tann’s Booming Baby Market 
 
The children who were adopted from Georgia Tann’s Tennessee House were the lucky 

ones though. The “orphans”, who were often not really orphans at all, that were not deemed 

“desirable” enough to be bought from Tann’s baby business, met a much more horrifying fate. 

Many were beaten, neglected, molested, and some even died: 

Georgia had also caused so many child deaths that by the 1930s the official infant 
mortality rate in Memphis was the highest in the country. And the actual number of 
Memphis children who died was even larger than the official count, because Georgia 
failed to report many deaths. She also neglected to bury all of her dead children in the 
cemetery used by her adoption agency. “They simply disappeared,” a former Memphian 
told me.72 
 

Georgia Tann’s adoptions were motivated not by the well-being of the child itself, but by the 

client. Though Miss Tann often placed her children with wealthy couples who provided 

comfortable lives for their adopted child, she used methods of coercion and manipulation to 

obtain the children, whom she saw merely as a commodity that she could profit from. During 

these adoption arrangements, which could more accurately be called transactions, there was 

rarely and official or legal paperwork filed, and essentially no background checks done on 

prospective adopters to ensure that these children were being placed in stable and safe homes. On 

victim of Georgia Tann’s adoption ring remembered some of the cruel and horrific treatment she 

received at the Children’s home, noting how he remembered “being in a big bed, stripped naked; 

Georgia Tann and some other people were there reaching for us and kissing us and touching us 

where we shouldn’t be touched,” while another who had been assaulted by Georgia Tann on 

several occasions with a wooden spoon, reported that Miss Tann, “was sadistic, evil” and that 

many children, “thought of her as the devil.” 73 
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Unwed mothers were among the most vulnerable of Miss Tann’s victims. Already ostracized 

by society, they often fell prey to Georgia Tann’s coercion and manipulative methods of 

obtaining their children. Previously, single mothers had been expected to care for their children, 

but with the sudden rise of adoption popularity, they were now expected to hand over their 

babies without any hesitation or reservation.  

By the time adoption became nationally popular in the mid-1940s the reversal was 
complete, and for the first time in history, white single mothers were expected to 
surrender their babies for adoption. That relinquishment was endorsed by leaders of such 
reputable organizations as the Child Welfare League of America, the American Public 
Welfare Association, The Salvation Army, Catholic Charities, and most psychiatrists and 
psychologists led dissenting social scientist Clark Vincent to predict a future in which the 
newborns of all white single mothers would be seized by the state. 74 

 
Frequently these unwed mothers were forced – either by their family or by their circumstance – 

into “homes” where they would receive pre-natal medical care and housing until they gave birth. 

Regardless of where they were, these young mothers often had little choice in whether or not 

they kept custody of their child, as it was assumed that they would willingly relinquish their 

babies to more qualified couples who were seeking children through adoption. The girls had no 

say in the matter, and like most birth parents who were manipulated to give up their kids, they 

did not know what legal rights they had. One young mother said, "Nobody ever asked me if I 

wanted to keep the baby or explained the options. I went to the maternity home, I was going to 

have the baby, they were going to take it, and I was not allowed to keep the baby”.75 Homes 

pressured young women to relinquish their children, and shamed those who contested, another 

mother explained how those who operated the homes, wore down these women, so much so that 
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they felt they had no right to even consider raising their unborn children, “Everything is so 

negative and subtle, and it starts to work on you. I felt like I was walking around with a baby that 

wasn’t mine. I was a birthmother before the child was born.”76  Women were told that it was 

selfish of them to keep their child when a childless couple, who could provide an “conventional” 

and “whole” family life, was waiting to adopt. Miss Tann abused these unwed mothers, often 

providing them housing and medical care, only to steal their newborn infants just minutes after 

delivery. Mary Owens was one of many women who fell victim to Tann’s abuse, and in a frantic 

letter to a social worker she wrote: 

Please help me to git my baby back. I am so heart broken about the way it has bin taken 
frome me until I am about to have a nervous break down. . .  I would gladly lay down my 
life just to see her one time. . . . Miss Tann said she would all ways let me hear about her 
but it is just like asking about the dead. . . . Please help as it is even hard to try to live.77 

 
Miss Tann often told these women that their child had died during birth, when actually she had 

handed over the baby to a paying customer. Women in delivery rooms were drugged to the point 

of delirium so that Tann or one of her accomplices could coerce them into signing documents 

that relinquished their custody, but later would have no recollection of the transaction. 

The Crump Machine and Tann’s Powerful Partners 

The image Georgia Tann projected to the unassuming public, was that she was a genteel and 

philanthropic woman, who was completely devoted to her work and to the children she was 

“saving”. This may have been true at the start of her career, when she worked hard, and earned 

little, but something changed, or rather she did. No longer placated by her role in finding new 

homes for the orphans of the Tennessee Children’s Homes, Tann began her own business – she 

began selling babies: 
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Finding adoptive homes for institutionalized orphans could have kept Georgia busy for 
decades. Unfortunately, she wouldn’t be satisfied with merely finding homes for 
homeless children—she’d become obsessed with finding adoptive homes for children 
who already had homes. She would acquire these children through kidnapping or deceit, 
and if she saved them from anything it was poverty” 78 

 
It is unclear whether her motive was money, or if she craved the God like control that came with 

tearing children from the arms of parents, whom she had personally deemed unfit. Either way, by 

the end of Georgia Tann’s life she had amassed a fortune of $1 million, which would have been 

impossible if she had relied on the social worker salary from her position at the Children’s Home 

alone. By end of the 1940s, the demand for Georgia Tann’s children had expanded outside 

stateliness, and a majority of her placements occurred outside Tennessee borders. She had single-

handedly created a national market for babies, and soon the adoption “orders” that Tann was 

receiving outnumbered the “inventory” at the Children’s Home, so in order to satisfy the 

growing demand for babies, she began stealing them.79 

There were several factors that allowed Tann to manipulate the Memphis community and 

obtain as many children as she needed to satiated the appetites of her rapidly growing consumer 

base. But, perhaps the most important factor in Miss Tann’s success was the support she received 

from Memphis’ powerful and corrupt mayor, Edward Hull Crump. With Mayor Crump’s 

backing, Georgia Tann grew even more powerful and was able to operate her illicit business 

without any legal intervention or repercussion. Edward Crump was a crooked politician who 

became mayor of Memphis, Tennessee in 1909, on a platform that promised the eradication of 

criminal activity on the streets. Once in office, instead of holding true to his promise, he profited 

on the business of gangsters and prostitutes by charging them a fee in exchange for allowing 
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them to continue their illicit activities – he capitalized on crime – and this did not exclude 

Georgia Tann’s illegal baby selling business. Despite his lack of transparency, he made 

improvements to Memphis that the people were grateful for, no matter by what means these 

changes were made. Though Crump’s political practices were corrupt, they were unquestioned. 

Crump, who frequently referred to as “Boss”, and his corrupt political allies, became known as, 

“the Crump Machine”.80 He would maintain his influence over state legislature for a greater part 

of the fifty years through tyrannical methods of intimidation and blackmail. Those who opposed 

Crump faced the consequences: 

Workers had to contribute, or lose their jobs. And beating Crump at the polls would have 
been difficult. He banned voting machines, requiring that Memphians hand their ballots 
to people loyal to him. Within hours he knew how every citizen had voted. And any city 
worker who had voted wrong was soon unemployed.81  

  
No politician, police officer, or federal employee could stand up to Crump without risking their 

political standing or destroying their career, “Rather than risk political suicide, they backed any 

candidate he picked. Everyone knew whom to support, a Memphis judge recalled decades later. 

‘It always was a Crump man’.” 82  

When people started to notice Miss Tann’s “irregular” adoption practices, which included 

intimidating mothers to give over their children, and her interstate adoptions, little could be done 

                                                
 80 The Crump Machine refers to Edward Hull Crump and his many corrupt political accomplices who 
maintained control over Memphis and Tennessee politics for almost 50 years. Even when Crump did not directly 
hold office he continued his influence through “puppet” mayors, and garnered popularity through his platform of 
“no-nonsense” politics, and through his covert support of illicit businesses; David Tucker, "Edward Hull "Boss" 
Crump," Tennessee Encyclopedia, March 01, 2018, , https://tennesseeencyclopedia.net/entries/edward-hull-and-
crump/. 
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to stop her.83 Her position as head of the Tennessee Children’s Home began during a period of 

economic depression, which presented great opportunity for Miss Tann’s budding business. The 

1929  Stock Market Crash resulted in thousands of Memphis seeking aid from the city’s welfare 

organizations, which had been infiltrated by Georgia Tann’s many informants.84 Georgia began 

targeting out the poor, specifically single parents, as victims of her baby theft operations, and 

these welfare programs essentially gave her a “hit list”. One Memphis residents explained, just 

how far Georgia Tann’s reach extended into the Memphis welfare system, and how even an 

“application for the free milk that was routinely given to the needy” could be used as a means to 

locate prospective children for Tann because, “the man who distributed [the milk], Aubrey 

Clapp, was a spotter. Clapp gave Georgia the names, ages, and addresses of any children whose 

parents applied for assistance.”85 With the help of her many “spotters” and the legal autonomy 

provided to her by her powerful friends in high places, she was able to justify the forceful 

extraction of these children on the basis that they were not being provided for and therefore their 

birthparents were unfit caregivers who no longer possessed the right to maintain custody of their 

own kids. It was these spotters who would conduct “roundups” during which the forceful. 

Removal and kidnapping of poor children from their homes occurred: 

Roundups were conducted by groups of varying sizes that included her and/or one or 
more of her subordinates. They were accompanied by an ever-changing assortment of 
Memphians—Juvenile Court employees, social workers, and deputy sheriffs. Armed with 
papers signed by Judge Camille Kelley, the groups descended upon the apartments, 
homes, farms, even houseboats of poor parents, rounding up their children, looking them 
over, and carrying off those Georgia deemed most marketable. 86 
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With Crump’s support she was untouchable, and he wasn’t her only ally in the government. 

Juvenile court judge Camille Kelley was also a collaborator of Tann’s, and it has been speculated 

that she was also another one of Crump’s many pawns. Judge Kelley was one of Tann’s many 

accomplices within the Tennessee government. As a family court judge, Kelley’s authorized for 

Tann to obtain which ever children she desired, under the claim that the child was not receiving 

adequate care from their parents and were living in “poor home environments”. Because of 

Judge Kelley’s authority, Tann was not required to explain why she often seized children despite 

their parent’s resistance and distress. Miss Tann had managed to make all potential threats to her 

business, accomplices to her crimes: 

In a successful scheme to ensure her invulnerability she had transformed potential 
adversaries into accomplices. These included politicians, legislators, judges, attorneys, 
doctors, nurses, and social workers who scouted child victims, wrongfully terminated 
birth parents’ rights, and falsely informed mothers that their babies had been stillborn. 
Deputy sheriffs tore screaming toddlers from their mothers’ arms.87 
 

Tann frequently spoke in defense of Tennessee adoption policy, though when compared to other 

states, it was far behind in legislation reform. There were several attempts to pass new legislature 

that would restrict Tann’s adoption practices, including ones that would prevent the sale of 

children out of state, but each of these legislative bills were either blocked or tampered with by 

supported of the Crump Machine. Eventually, in 1950, Governor Gordon Browning opened up 

an investigation on the adoption house in Shelby county, Tennessee. He put Robert L. Taylor on 

the case, but just as previous reforms were met with resistance, so was the investigation, and 
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Georgia Tann was never convicted. Over her years working as director of the institution, Tann 

would earn millions from the sales of children to couples across the nation.88 

Tann’s Reign of Terror Comes to an End 

Eventually the suspicion surrounding Miss Tann’s adoption became too great to ignore. 

When Crump and his control over Memphis ended on September 12, 1950, Governor Gordon 

Browning finally began an investigation into Georgia Tann and the Tennessee Children’s Home. 

But again, this action was motivated by not the welfare of the children, but by politics and 

money. With such a great fortune amassed by the end of her life, Browning’s investigation was 

main concern was the $1 million Tann had somehow accumulated while working for the 

Children’s Home, and in a press conferences, he made no mention of the those who fell victim of 

Tann’s adoption operations, but instead “sidestepped every important issue, speaking not of 

grieving parents or dead babies, but money.” 89 At the time the investigation began, Tann had 

been diagnosed with cancer. She died before she was able to name her colleagues, which 

included politicians and government officials. Her attorney was given the opportunity to destroy 

many of her private files before they were handed over to the investigator, Robert Taylor, and in 

consequence, the only crime she was ever tried for was the “the recovery of money she should 

never have made.” 90 

Twenty-two children still occupied the Tennessee Adoption House at the time it closed 

on December 15, 1950, but only two of them were returned to their birth parents.91 Though 

                                                
 88 Some of Georgian Tann’s clients included well-known Hollywood couples, including Lana Turner and 
Joan Crawford; Linda T. Austin, Babies for Sale: The Tennessee Children’s Home Adoption Scandal, (Memphis, 
TN: L.T. Austin, 1989), 66.  
 
 89 Raymond, 246. 
 
 90 Raymond, 17. 
 
 91 Raymond, 18. 
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Georgia Tann and her Children’s Home were both gone, her actions continued to affect the 

adoption system and those within it, as “virtually no adoptees were allowed knowledge of their 

origins” and one adoptee posed the question in a letter to the New York Times, “Doesn’t this 

remind anybody of how we treated slaves?” 92 Adoptees were and continue to be deprived not 

only of their own heritage but also their true identity. Finally, in 1995, Tennessee passed a new 

adoption law that gave adoptees access to their birth records that had been previously closed. 

Though these victims were finally able to find out who they were, where they came from, and 

who they were taken from, they would never be given their lives back and Georgia Tann would 

never face the punishment she deserved for doing that to them. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
 
 92 Raymond, 271. 
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CHAPTER IV 

The Saintly Sinners of St. Joseph’s Catholic Orphanage 
 

Almost every American knows the story of the Little Orphan Annie, the young curly 

haired girl who lived in an orphanage run by an abusive money-hungry woman, before being 

adopted by a wealthy childless man.93 It’s a classic “from-rags-to-riches” tale, but her “happy 

ending” remains the plot point that everybody remembers, while her troubled beginnings are 

rarely discussed with real interest or concern. Though Annie and her story are fictitious, the 

brutal conditions of the orphanage that it tells of are not. The institutionalized care of children 

was deeply flawed, and in many ways, corrupt. Initially created to provide safe spaces for 

neglected or dependent children, these “children homes” often were just as, and sometimes even 

far more dangerous for the children placed in them for their protection and care, than the lives 

they would have lived outside them. Yet, the only the popularized images of these institutions in 

movies or storybooks, frequently glaze over or romanticize the real-life horrors that occurred in 

orphanages across America during the 19th and 20th century. Orphanages were not invented 

purely as settings for these fabricated stories to take place in, they existed for decades, and so did 

the abuse that occurred inside their walls. 

The Rise and Fall of Orphanages in America 

 By the mid 19th century, orphanages arose in every major city across the United States, 

and institutionalized care for children was regarded as a practical and beneficial solution to the 

                                                
 93 Little Orphan Annie began as a comic strip by the cartoonist Harold Gray, which first appeared in The 
New York Daily News in 1924. The story was so popular that it was turned into a radio program in the 1930s, a 
Broadway musical in 1977, and eventually it made its way to the big screen as a major motion film in 1982. Though 
the plot evolved over time, it was always, at its core, a story about young orphan girl, Annie, who was, “tougher than 
hell,” thanks to brutal conditions of the orphanage; Kate Kelly, “Little Orphan Annie, The Comic Strip.” America 
Comes Alive, 2016, americacomesalive.com/2014/07/08/little-orphan-annie-comic-strip/. 
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growing problem of dependent youth in America. Most of these institutions were founded and 

maintained by religious organizations, which garnered public support during a time when 

religion was still deeply entrenched in American values and politics. The Catholic Church was 

responsible for founding many of the orphanages in the United States, and employed nuns to 

operate these institutions and to care for their young occupants. These orphanages were certainly 

an improvement from the almshouses, which many destitute children had previously called 

home, but they were still far from ideal. There was little effort made to find new adoptive homes 

for children by those who operated these institutions, because, what began as a philanthropic 

effort, had. became a source of income, “The more children an orphanage had, the more money it 

received from the government. In the case of private orphanages and ecclesiastical orphanages, 

they received private donations and monies from their respective churches.”94 With no federal 

regulations or government organization established to ensure that these orphanages were run 

properly, many were operated by those who sought to exploit the financial “benefits” of 

orphanages for their own personal gain, rather then contribute to an important charitable cause. 

Not only were the intentions corrupted, but so were the individuals charged with the 

responsibility of caring for the children. The lack of regulation allowed for the mistreatment and 

abuse of children, often by the hands of the nuns and priests, who were infallible in the eyes of 

the American public. Despite the rapid rise of orphanages across the United States, there was a 

sudden shift in public opinion, and by the start of the 20th century, institutionalized childcare had 

become “unpopular”, while other childcare services, like foster care and in-home aid, became 

more favorable options. Those who opposed orphanages, argued that the strict and regimented 

                                                
 94 Stephen S. Doucher, A View of American Orphanages Through A Study of the History of The Ohio 
Pythian Home, Master's thesis, Wright State University, 2011 (Ohio, 2011), 12. 
https://corescholar.libraries.wright.edu/etd_all/1035.  
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practices enforced inside of them were antiquated and did not provide an environment that would 

foster independence or individuality. Progressive ideas surrounding childhood, and the need to 

preserve it, lead to a growing disapproval of institutional care – violence and neglect that 

children suffered in orphanages was not the source of such criticism, as it had yet to be realized 

by the public. 

In 1909, during Roosevelt’s presidency, the first White House Conference on Children 

and Youth was held in our Nation’s capital. Five more conferences would be held in 1919, 1930, 

1940, 1950, and the last in 1960. Each of these conferences was centered around the status of the 

American child welfare system and the issues within it during that decade. Members of these 

meetings included “physicians, social workers, educators, community leaders, religious leaders, 

and parents,” who used their own background and expertise to contribute to the debate over how 

to improve the care of America’s children.95 The idea for these conferences came from James E. 

West,  a young lawyer who would eventually become the Assistant Attorney of the Department 

of the Interior. West was extremely passionate about child welfare efforts, he had, in fact, grown 

up in an orphanage, and was responsible for convincing President Roosevelt to establish a 

national conference dedicated to dependent children.96 The first of these conferences focused 

                                                
 
 95 United States, Children's Bureau, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, The Story of the White 
House Conferences on Children and Youth, 078896th ed., series 006508 (Washington, DC: Children's Bureau, 
1967), , accessed April 16, 2019, https://eric.ed.gov/? 
 
 96 The initiative that West took particular interest in was the Child-Rescue Campaign, which was founded 
by Theodore Dreiser in 1907. The Child-Rescue Campaign began as publication series in the popular women’s 
magazine. The Delineator, of which Dreiser was the editor. Each month the magazine published photographs and 
descriptions of children who were living in institutions and provided contact information for readers who wished to 
adopt. The campaign helped promote and popularize adoption in the United States, and was responsible for finding 
adoptive homes for over two thousand children by the time the series ended in 1911;Julie Berebitsky, "Rescue a 
Child and Save the Nation: The Social Construction of Adoption in the Delineator, 1907–1911." In Adoption in 
America: Historical Perspectives, eds. by Carp E. Wayne (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2002), 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.3998/mpub.16238.8.  
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primarily on the institutionalized care, and the debate over whether orphanages provided 

adequate care for children in need. Many of those who were present at the conference shared in 

Charles Loring Brace’s view, that institutionalized care was not the solution, and that a stable 

and traditional home was essential to the well-being and “proper” upbringing of a child.97 This 

meant providing them with a sense of familial environment, which one would rarely find in the 

American orphanages at the time. Two major developments to child welfare came out of this 

conference, the first was the establishment of Children’s Bureau, and the second was an 

definitive consensus that home care was far more beneficial to the child than institutional care 

had proven to be.  

The conference had made it overwhelmingly clear that institutionalized care was no 

longer an acceptable answer to the problem of America’s dependent youth, but still the American 

child welfare system seemed to make little improvements. Though social welfare services 

preferred programs that encouraged the preservation of families, like in-home aid and foster care, 

thousands of American children remained in orphanages for most of the 20th century. The 

country had been hit with two world wars and economic depression, that made adoption an 

unattractive, if impossible, option for many American families. Even with new legislation, like 

the Social Security Act of 1935 and The Aid to Families with Dependent Children program, 

which were meant to aid and preserve struggling families, the institutionalized care for children 

continued across the country.98 The main goal of West and of the first Conference on Children 

                                                
 97 See Chapter 2 for further reading on Charles Loring Brace. 
 
 98 The Social Security Act of 1935 was an act established to allow States to provide financial aid and care 
to citizens in need, particularly elderly, handicapped, and dependent children.  The Aid to Families with Dependent 
Children program was a provision of the act, which specifically addressed the financial aid to children without 
parental care, or children whose parents were unemployed; "Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) and 
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) - Overview," ASPE, November 30, 2009, , 
https://aspe.hhs.gov/aid-families-dependent-children-afdc-and-temporary-assistance-needy-families-tanf-overview-
0. 
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and Youth had been to decrease the number of children in orphanages, but in the years that 

followed there was little success, “In fact, the number continued to rise in subsequent years. It 

was not until 35 years after the conference that the number of children in orphanage care finally 

dropped below the 1909 level”. 99 

Institutionalized care was the only choice for those children who were not adopted or 

placed into foster care. Parents who were left with nothing after the Great Depression were often 

forced to leave their children in orphanages, sometimes temporarily, other times indefinitely. 

Orphaned or not, the children that resided in these institutions more often than not suffered 

terribly at the hands the individuals who had promised to protect them. With nowhere else to 

turn, and no one looking out for them, these children were left completely defenseless: 

It is estimated that more than 5 million Americans passed through orphanages in the 20th 
century alone. At its peak in the 1930s, the American orphanage system included more 
than 1,600 institutions, partly supported with public funding but usually run by religious 
orders, including the Catholic Church.100 
 

Critics of institutionalized care took issue with the rigid lifestyles that were typically enforced in 

orphanages, but the treatment that many of these children experienced was far more horrifying 

than a time out or a slap on the wrist. They were beaten, molested, degraded, and some even 

died. Millions of vulnerable children were left in the care of cruel individuals, and most did not 

know how to ask for help or that they even could. Those brave enough to speak up were rarely 

heard, and their silencing may have been the worst crime committed of them all. 

                                                
 
 
 99 Minnesota Department of Human Services, Orphanages: A Historical Overview, A Discussion of the 
Role of Orphanages in Child Welfare Policy. PDF. (Minnesota, 1995), 4. 
https://www.leg.state.mn.us/docs/pre2003/other/950265.pdf 
 
 100 Christine Kenneally, "We Saw Nuns Kill Children: The Ghosts of St. Joseph's Catholic  
Orphanage." BuzzFeed News. August 27, 2018. Accessed October 10, 2018.  
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/christinekenneally/orphanage-death-catholic-abuse-nuns-st-josephs. 
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St. Joseph’s Catholic Orphanage and the Sisters of Providence 
 

St. Joseph’s Catholic Orphanage opened its doors in 1854, in Burlington, Vermont. The 

children’s home was established and maintained by the Sisters of Providence, a Catholic order 

that was created to serve “the needs of the poor, sick and marginalized,” through their religious 

work.101 With the Roman Catholic Diocese of Burlington, and several other Vermont Catholic 

charities behind them, the town welcomed the nuns into the community without suspicion. They 

believed that Sisters had come to “serve the needs” of Vermont’s dependent children, so they 

gave them their support, their trust, and often their money. But the nuns who ran St. Joseph’s did 

more harm than good to the unfortunate children who found themselves in their care. Those who 

ran the orphanage, did so with a heavy hand. They used “humiliation, torture, and physical 

abuse” to maintain their oppressive control over the children, but their crimes went unseen by the 

public, who only saw their religious devotion and their charitable intentions.102 This was how 

many orphanages were able to operate without any outside contention, despite the abuse that 

occurred within their walls. Thousands of orphanages were established throughout the country, 

and a majority of them had some type of religious backing or affiliation. Despite the crimes 

committed by those who ran St. Joseph’s, the country was still greatly influenced by its Christian 

roots, and few people would ever believe that those who operated the orphanage and had devoted 

their lives to these children, were capable of such cruelty. 

On February 23, 1884, an article titled, “A Great Charity: St. Joseph’s Orphan Asylum – 

A Stately and Well- equipped Building,” was published in The Burlington Free Press. This piece 

                                                
 101 The Sisters of Providence, "Who We Are," Soeurs De La Providence, accessed April 17, 2019, 
http://providenceintl.org/en/who-we-are/. 
 
102 Children's of St. Joseph's Orphanage and Friends, Inc., Survivors Pamphlet (Montpelier, VT), PDF. 
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was released thirty years after the Orphanage first opened, but it was still years before any stories 

of mistreatment would surface. The article provides a description of the amenities that the 

institution was providing its young borders and paints an idyllic image of a place meant to 

provide shelter and care for its orphans. It reads: 

At present the number is ninety – and ninety children as fat, healthy and contented it 
would not be easy to find. The asylum is, as our readers know, in the charge of those 
noble and devoted benefactors of humanity the Sisters; and since the organization of the 
orphanage over two thousand homeless waifs have passed under their care and 
instruction.103 
 

The article exposes the tension and complexity that arises when an institution, specifically one 

run by a powerful and revered religious organization, is charged with committing heinous 

crimes. The Sisters of Providence were a philanthropic Catholic organization, who had promised 

to provide for the homeless and needy children of Burlington. St. Joseph’s Orphanage was 

founded with good intentions, intentions that the public saw as admirable, but regardless of their 

good intentions, the actions of certain individuals, who exploited their positions of power, are 

unforgiveable. The Sisters of Providence recognized the need for the care and supervision of 

these children, which was why they established St. Joseph’s, and why the Burlington community 

applauded their cause, but their good intentions “paved” their way to hell, taking thousands of 

innocent children down with them. What waited for those children inside the orphanage doors 

was not a loving home –  it was a nightmare – it was hell. 

Saints or Sinners: Victims of St. Joseph’s Orphanage Speak Out 

On June 7th, 1993, Joseph R. Barquin, who spend many years of his childhood under the 

care of the Sisters of Providence at St. Joseph’s, filed an official complaint to the US District 

                                                
 103 "A Great Charity: St. Joseph’s Orphan Asylum – A Stately and well Equipped Building,” February 23, 
1884, The Burlington Free Press, Newspapers.comhttps://www.newspapers.com/image/197330307/?terms=st. 
joseph's orphanage. 
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Court at Brattleboro, Vermont, opening the first of many cases that would be filed against The 

Roman Catholic Diocese of Burlington, Vermont, Vermont Catholic Charities, St. Joseph's 

Orphan Asylum, Inc., and its successors. Barquin’s report lays out the crimes committed against 

him by those accused as:  

Childhood sexual abuse; assault and battery; intentional infliction of emotional distress; 
negligent infliction of emotional distress; invasion of privacy; and negligence. He asserts 
all but the claims of negligence against Sister Jane Doe, and vicariously through a theory 
of respondent superior against the various religious organizations. His claims of 
negligence lie solely against religious organizations. 104  
 

Barquin had contacted Phillip White, a lawyer who had dedicated most of his career to 

representing young victims of sexual abuse, and to challenging the way these crimes where 

handled in court. Cases of child abuse were generally not handled in the courtroom, as “social 

services typically steered child abuse victims away from court, because the process was thought 

to be too traumatic for the children and the cases were too hard to prove.”105  But White knew 

that was just an excuse to avoid a publicized lawsuit. The truth was that young victims and their 

needs were not being prioritized. Instead the public and their discomfort with a topic that, up 

until recently, had been considered too taboo or uncomfortable to discuss, prevented such cases 

from being taken to court, and therefore prevented victims form seeking any legal justice. It 

silenced them, but Barquin was finally speaking up. Bill O’Brien was the attorney hired to 

represent the Burlington Diocese. His response to Barquin’s accusations was that, “Barquin had 

had 40 years to work out what had caused his injuries,” and that “the law is not designed to aid 

the slothful in evading the results of their own negligence.” 106 O’Brien’s plan of defense was to 

                                                
 104 "Barquin v. Roman Catholic Diocese, 839 F. Supp. 275 (District of Vermont November 10, 1993) 
(Justia US Law, Dist. file)., https://law.justia.com/cases/federal/district-courts/FSupp/839/275/1444313/. 
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place the blame on the victim, who was just a child when the crimes had been committed against 

him, for remaining silent for so long. This was a cruel tactic. For Barquin, and others like him, 

their silence had not been a choice, but a side effect of the years of abuse and violence they had 

endured. 

Joseph Barquin’s lawsuit against the Burlington Diocese lasted three years. The case was 

closed in 1996, due to a settlement agreement, in which Bishop Kenneth Angell made a deal with 

Barquin, and the other victims represented by White – money in exchange for silence.107 More 

than sixty of those who claimed they experienced physical and sexual abused by nuns and others 

while they were under their care at St. Joseph’s accepted Bishop Angell’s settlement terms. This 

exposed some degree of guilt and accountability of the Catholic church. Once disguised by their 

religious background or their altruistic efforts, the accused now stood trial for the mistreatment 

of those they had promised to protect. Barquin and the others, who had already suffered so much 

at the hands of the Church as children, had once again been worn down by the catholic 

institution, whose power had prevented their cases from progressing any further. Even as a 

grown man, the influence and control of the church was too strong for Barquin to fight against. 

He had been so badly beaten, both physically and emotionally, that he could not successfully 

finish what he began. Following the settlement, in an interview with Burlington Free Press, 

Barquin explained his decision to a reporter, he argued that “rage and anger is never going to 

work for the future of these people”.108 , Barquin expressed his hope that the other orphans 

would too resolve their claims against the church, and urged them to do so peacefully. He even 

                                                
 107 The Burlington Free Press, "Timeline: Key Developments in Claims of Abuse against the Roman 
Catholic Diocese of Burlington," Bishop Accountability, May 10, 2010, , http://www.bishop-
accountability.org/news2010/05_06/2010_05_13_BurlingtonFreePress_TimelineKey.htm. 
 
 108 Kenneally. 
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tried to convince Sally Dale, another St. Joseph’s alum, to consider making amends with the 

church, but “Dale, who was horrified by the suggestion, said no.” Instead Sally Dale took up the 

fight that Barquin was unable to finish. 

On October 27th, 1996 the Burlington Free Press released an article that mentioned St. 

Joseph’s Orphan Asylum, and questioned the practices and actions of the religious officials who 

ran the home. Motivated by Barquin’s strength, Sally Dale, had decided to share her story with 

the press and described the abuse she suffered during the years she spent at the orphanage.109 

But, in the same article, another woman, Patricia Dague, who lived at St. Joseph’s from 1948 to 

1953, claimed that she never experienced or witnessed anything like what Dale had described. In 

fact, Dague could only recall pleasant memories of “nuns helping her with her homework,” and 

receiving, “gifts during Christmas.” 110 The public was finally being forced to consider that those 

they had trusted to care for these children, who they had revered as benevolent Catholics, might 

not have been as innocent as they seemed, but the variation in these accounts provided room for 

doubt. The crimes committed at St. Josephs had finally been revealed – to some extent – but the 

lack of consistency in the stories from the orphanage’s alumni undermined the validity of those 

who made claims against the institution. As competing memories from former residents of St. 

Joseph’s emerged, the legitimacy of claims like Dale’s began to wane in the eyes of the public 

and of the court. With no concrete evidence, and so many conflicting accounts, few knew 

whether they should back Dale and others in their fight for justice. One man, named John 

Shaplin, who was interviewed by The Burlington Press, raised the question, “Regarding the most 

                                                
 109 Stephan Kiernan, “Orphans Say,” The Burlington Free Press, Octotber 27, 1996, Newspapers.com, 5. 
https://burlingtonfreepress.newspapers.com/image/202458182/?terms=st. joseph. 
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sensationally disgusting incidents of abuse: How can a toddler remember whether the perpetrator 

was a nun or a priest rather than some long-forgotten relative or neighbor?” This mentality was 

shared by many. It is an argument that was used, and unfortunately continues to be used time and 

time again to discredit the claims made by victims of abuse, especially when those claims are 

made years after the crimes occurred. The dismissal of an individual’s experience, on the basis 

that they may not be remembering it “accurately”, has prevented the prosecution of many guilty 

offenders and that is exactly how the Burlington Dioceses framed their argument in hopes to 

once again silence their victims. 

This was not the end for Sally Dale and her fight for justice. Just a month after the article 

was published, Dale and 28 others, filed lawsuits against those who were affiliated with St. 

Joseph’s and had been involved in the abuse that occurred there. In a 19-hour deposition, Dale 

again recounted the horrific events se experienced and witnessed at the orphanage more than 20 

years ago.111 In her testimony, Dale voiced what she hoped to gain from the lawsuit – she 

expressed that all she wanted was, “an honest apology and for them, to come face to face with 

me, tell me these things did happen, tell me they were sorry it happened, and if at all possible 

never let it happen to children again”. She did not want the Church’s settlement money, because 

she was fighting for something that could not be bought: 

More than anything else, what the St. Joseph’s plaintiffs wanted was recognition: They 
wanted the world to acknowledge their agony, and to say it should never have happened. 
What they got instead was a modest check, the amount of which was to be yet another 
secret.112 

                                                
 111 In her Deposition, Sally Dale described a particularly horrifying event that took place one summer 
afternoon in the early 1940s, when she witnessed a young boy being flung form a window by a nun. This boy was 
just one of many who died due to abuse or neglect by the Sisters of Providence; Christine Kenneally, "We Saw 
Nuns Kill Children: The Ghosts of St. Joseph's Catholic  
Orphanage." BuzzFeed News. August 27, 2018. Accessed October 10, 2018.  
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/christinekenneally/orphanage-death-catholic-abuse-nuns-st-josephs. 
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 Sally Dale was not looking to cash out on the years of torment she had suffered, both as a child, 

and as an adult. She wanted justice and she wanted her pain to be acknowledged, but most of all 

she wanted to be heard and she wanted to be believed.  

 
The Spotlight Investigation and Catholic Crimes Against Children 
 

The forty years between the crimes committed against Joseph Barquin and his trial had 

weakened his case against the Burlington Diocese. The more time that passed, the less reliable 

his memory became in the eyes of the court. Sally Dale’s case did not hold up in court for the 

same reason. She was unable to recall specific details or exact dates, and her claims were often 

clumsy and inconsistent. Her failure to reconstruct her painful past with complete accuracy and 

confidence, undermined any real legal legitimacy her case had. In 1998, due to Vermont’s statute 

of limitations, the judge ruled that the crimes reported by Dale had occurred well outside the 

time period prescribed by the law.113 Dale’s case was dismissed, along with dozens of others. 

The cases that were not, were dropped by individuals who no longer believed they would find 

any comfort or success through a long and painful trail, which the felt they would inevitably lose. 

Victims had lost their faith. They had been failed by the child welfare system as children and 

failed again by the justice system as adults. It was the blind faith of public that had prevented 

them from accepting the truth, a truth that for many, was too horrific to believe in. This blind 

faith in the religious figures who had been pillars of their community, had blinded the public 

from their crimes, and protected the guilty from facing the punishment they deserved. 
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In 2002, The Boston Globe published an article that once again forced the Nation, and the 

world, to reconsider their belief in the infallibility of the Catholic Church.114 A team of 

journalists, called “Spotlight”, had investigated allegations surrounding the alleged abuse of 

children by catholic priests, and what they uncovered changed everything. What had previously 

been legally impossible, and socially unacceptable, was now happening – the Catholic Church 

was being criminally charged. Thanks to the Spotlight team, thousands of priests were taken into 

custody, and thousands more continue to be investigated and tried for their crimes against 

children. Finally, these individuals, who had previously hid behind the protection of the Catholic 

Church and had escaped legal persecution because of their religious positions, were now being 

held accountable for their crimes of sexual abuse. Though this was a huge step forward towards a 

more just world, and a major success for children’s rights and their protection, there is still more 

to be done. The painful stories of those who have been abused by trusted priests and other 

members of their religious communities are now being heard, and more importantly they are 

believed. But the stories of the children who could not escape from these monsters to the safety 

of their homes – those who were captives of these criminal abusers, not just during Sunday 

school, but every day of their young lives – have yet to be acknowledged: 

A darker history, the one to which Sally’s story belongs, remains all but unknown. It is 
the history of unrelenting physical and psychological abuse of captive children. Across 
thousands of miles, across decades, the abuse took eerily similar forms: People who grew 
up in orphanages said they were made to kneel or stand for hours... they were told their 
relatives didn’t want them, or they were permanently separated from their siblings. They 

                                                
 114 The In 2002, a group of five investigative journalists, known as the Spotlight Team, published a report 
in The Boston Globe, that reveled the abuse committed by several priests in the Boston district’s clergy, and also 
uncovered the systematic method that the church had established to cover-up these types of crimes, and prevent 
legal persecution against them. The Spotlight team received the Pulitzer prize for Public Service in 2003; 
Roy J. Harris," Epiphany In Boston: 2003: The Globe and the Church." In Pulitzer's Gold: A Century of Public 
Service Journalism, 57-85. Columbia University Press, 2016. http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.7312/harr17028.8. 
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were sexually abused. They were mutilated. Darkest of all, it is a history of children who 
entered orphanages but did not leave them alive.115 
 

The Spotlight article was published just four years after Sally Dale’s case was closed in 

course.116 20 years later, what was once a viewed as a baseless case, is now no longer 

“dismissible. Today, sexual abuse claims against the Catholic church appear in headlines, on 

what feels like a daily basis. Victims have been given proof that if they come forward, they have 

a chance at being heard, being believed, and getting justice. Though it will always be painful for 

these victims to come forward and tell their stories, they now have the agency to do so, 

regardless of how many years may have passed, and despite whatever position the individual 

who abused them holds. 

The Case Continues: the St. Joseph’s Reopened  
 
 Investigations into the crimes of the Catholic church are happening in countries around 

the world, yet the United States is one of the few nations that have yet to look extensively into 

the abuse that occurred at catholic orphanages. Despite the revelations into the crimes of the 

church thanks to the Spotlight team, little action has been taken to address the thousands of 

institutions run by catholic organizations in the 19th and 20th centuries, where millions of 

children suffered under the care of nuns and priests: 

today the stories of the orphanages are rarely told and barely heard, let alone recognized 
in any formal way by the government, the public, or the courts. The few times that 
orphanage abuse cases have been litigated in the US, the courts have remained, with a 
few exceptions, generally indifferent. Private settlements could be as little as a few 
thousand dollars. Government bodies have rarely pursued the allegations. 

 
In August of 2018, an article was published on Buzzfeed News, that finally addressed the abuse 

of children at catholic orphanages in the United States, and the orphanage was St. Joseph’s in 

                                                
115 Kenneally. 
 
116 Kenneally. 
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Burlington Vermont. Journalist, Christine Kenneally, revisited the cases of those who sought 

justice over 20 years ago, who had been turned away in the courtroom. Her article outlines the 

extent to which the justice system had failed these victims, and also provides a detailed account 

from these former orphans about the time the spent trapped within St. Joseph’s walls.  

 The voices of victims, like Sally Dale and Joseph Barquin, had never been acknowledged 

or believed by the wider public, and their stories were never known by the wider public. This 

article finally gave them the platform they needed to grab the Nation’s attention. The amount of 

press and public reaction that Kenneally’s article received, forced authorities to address the 

horrific events that were being described in her piece. Keneally interviewed victims, lawyers, 

and even individuals who had long ago stood with the Burlington Dioceses, and uncovered just 

how insidious and pervasive the pattern of abuse and corruption was within catholic orphanages. 

Institutionalized care is no longer a common practice in the United States, but that does not mean 

the crimes committed within them when they operated should be forgotten. Miro Weinberger, 

Mayor of Burlington, Vermont, publicly addressed the crimes that where laid out in the article, 

saying, "the dozens and dozens of people, came forward and summoned the courage to talk about 

these incredibly difficult events. The result of that bravery was at the end of the day, people 

turning away and not fully believing these events."117 The failure on the part of, not just the 

authorities and the government, but of the public, to listen to these individuals and their painful 

past, had for too long prevented any resolutions from being made, but in light of the sexual abuse 

allegations being addressed all over the country, people were finally taking the victims of St. 

                                                
 117 Beth Dalbey, "Nuns Of Shuttered Vermont Orphanage Could Face Murder Charges," Burlington, VT 
Patch, September 10, 2018, , https://patch.com/vermont/burlington-vt/nuns-shuttered-vermont-orphanage-could-
face-murder-charges. 
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Joseph’s, and other catholic orphanages, seriously for the first time. After the article was 

published, an investigation into the operations of St. Joseph’s Orphanage, and those affiliated 

with it was opened by authorities in Vermont. Attorney General, T.J. Donovan, who is leading 

the criminal investigation believes action is necessary but acknowledges that it will be difficult to 

prove guilt and take any legal action against the catholic diocese of Burlington. In a press 

comment he expressed his hopes that the investigation will give a voice to the victims who 

previously had none, saying: 

Justice doesn't always occur in a courtroom. Justice oftentimes means that the 
perpetrators and those that represent perpetrators acknowledge that what is alleged is to 
have occurred, that victims are given an acknowledgement, an apology, and an 
opportunity to share their story.118 

 
The investigation continues, and the stories of Sally Dale, and those like her continue to be heard 

across the country, and around the world.  Bishop Christopher Coyne, of the Roman Catholic 

Diocese of Burlington, spoke to the Burlington Free Press, and said that the church will 

cooperate with investigators, noting with regret that, “the church hasn't properly responded in the 

past to allegations of abuse by clergy”.119 Mayor Weinberger said the children of St. Joseph’s 

"were some of the most vulnerable residents of our community, and our community failed to 

protect them," but this investigation gives, not only the victims a second chance at justice, but the 

public and the government a second chance to do the right thing.120 

 

 
 
                                                
 118 Dalbey. 
 
 119 Dalbey. 
 
 120 Dalbey. 
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CONCLUSION 

 
Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it. 

 – George Santayana 121 
  

 Many who attempt to provide an explanation for the failure to prevent the abuse of these 

children, claim that fault does not lie with the State or the public, but argue that it was a result of 

the conditions of the time. This may be true to some extent, as the understanding and concept of 

child abuse has changed drastically over the last two centuries, but it does not excuse the fact that 

this systematic abuse continued well into the 20th century. The organizations behind each 

scandal, the New York Children’s Aid Society, the Tennessee Children’s Home Society, and St. 

Joseph’s Orphanage, were all accepted by the American population, as suitable child care 

providers when they were in operation. Though it was not necessarily the organizations 

themselves, or the purposes behind their initial establishment, that was unlawful, the individuals 

who controlled them, and the methods they used to do so, were wrong, even by contemporary 

standards. So why did the public not recognize the injustices of these institutions at the time they 

occurred? 

The general population believed that these children’s homes and institutions were an 

improvement to the previous conditions these children were subjected to, and their role in child 

protection services gave them legitimacy in the eyes of the unsuspecting public. Much of the 

                                                
 121 George Santayana was a prominent philosopher during the 20th century, and this quote is taken from in 
his work titled, The Life of Reason: Reason in Common Sense, which was published in 1905. The quote is often 
wrongly attributed to Winston Churchill, who delivered his paraphrased version of Santayana’s message, “those 
who fail to learn from history are doomed to repeat it”, during a speech to the House of Commons in 1948; 
Matthew Caleb Flamm, "George Santayana (1863—1952)," Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy, ISSN 2161-0002, 
accessed April 24, 2019, https://www.iep.utm.edu/santayan/#H2 
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scholarship that explores the history of child abuse in institutional care and adoptive homes, 

focuses primarily on cases in which these children were placed into institutional care because of 

their economic circumstance, but there were many children who entered into these homes 

because of the domestic violence they were already experiencing before they arrived. Those who 

had been in abusive home, often welcomed the opportunity to escape from their violent parents, 

believing that the orphanage or home they were entering, could not possibly be worse than their 

previous circumstances. Though there were some cases where this was true, more often than not, 

children that had already been mistreated, were met with more abuse, as they were passed from 

one home to the next. 

 Many who attempt to provide an explanation for the failure to prevent the abuse of these 

children, claim that fault does not lie with the State or the public, but argue that it was a result of 

the conditions of the time. This may be true to some extent, as the understanding and concept of 

child abuse has changed drastically over the last two centuries, but it does not excuse the fact that 

this systematic abuse continued well into the 20th century. The organizations behind each 

scandal, the New York Children’s Aid Society, the Tennessee Children’s Home Society, and St. 

Joseph’s Orphanage, were all accepted by the American population, as suitable child care 

providers when they were in operation. Though it was not necessarily the organizations 

themselves, or the purposes behind their initial establishment, that was unlawful, the individuals 

who controlled them, and the methods they used to do so, were wrong, even by contemporary 

standards. So why did the public not recognize the injustices of these institutions at the time they 

occurred? 

Many of the children who entered orphanages and institutional care, had already been 

mistreated, but even those who had never experienced violence before their arrival at their new 
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homes, were viewed by society as “damaged goods”. The unfortunate circumstances of these 

neglected youth had “corrupted” them in the eyes of a society, whose main concern was 

maintaining its moral purity, which provided justification for they methods used to “purify” 

them, regardless of how cruel or immoral they may have been. 

Though it would be unfair, and inaccurate, to claim that all institutions and services that 

provided care for destitute and neglected children were corrupt, there is sufficient evidence to 

suggest that the system of institutional care for children was a flawed one, that allowed the abuse 

and maltreatment of children to exist for most of the 19th and 20th century. The physical and the 

emotional needs of these children were rarely met, and their well-being was often not prioritized. 

In instances when child abuse did occur, regardless whether it was at the hands of a parent or of a 

nun, many children were unable to speak up. Those committing the abuse against them often 

used threats and violence, to prevent their victims from reporting their crimes. These children 

had been conditioned to believe that asking for help would only result in more pain, and often 

they had been taught how to hide any physical wounds that might reveal the truth. Many children 

remained in the abusive care of corrupt institutions, violent parents, or neglected guardians, for 

years, and the emotional and phycological trauma they experience, was often far worse the any 

physical pain they suffered. These children were broken down to the point where they often did 

not even attempt to expose their abusers, and still, when the few brave individuals managed to 

share their suffering with the public, they were rarely believed. This insidious and inescapable 

feedback loop made it extremely challenging for victims to come forward, and equally difficult 

for those who wanted to help, to even know they needed rescuing.  

Acknowledging the mistakes that were made in the past is crucial, not only to the process of 

healing and the search for justice by the victims who suffered because of them, but also for the 
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future of the child welfare system. The failures of the child welfare system must be recognized, 

and the abuse of these vulnerable children, though a painful part of America’s history, must be 

included in the Nation’s collective memory. Remembering this dark history of child welfare is 

not the responsibility of those who experienced it. The victims cannot forget, so neither should 

the American people. The only way to ensure that these mistakes are not repeated, is to recognize 

that they were made. The consequences of these actions, or rather the lack of action, must be 

fully understood. If we as a Nation, remain blind to the mistakes of our past, we are at risk of 

being blind to the mistakes we continue to make in the present. 
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